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Group holds membership meeting

LUG

Economic development
still Chamber's concern

19

The major concern of the
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce still is
economic development, Dr. Marshall Gordon, past president of the
chamber, said this morning during the organization's quarterly
membership meeting.
Gordon, filling in for President
David Graham who was unable to
attend the meeting, added that
despite hard economic times,
chamber members can work
together to achieve this goal.
He, along with Chamber Executive Vice President Bill Teuton
and several committee chairmen,
asked for any type of help — ideas,
suggestions or labor- — from
volunteers.
The committee chairmen were
on hand to give brief summaries
of their groups'functions.
David King. chairman of the
Ambassador Committee, was host
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for the meeting. He said his group
acts as''a sounding beard" for the
Chamber — handling various
questions and suggestions sent to
the group.
Existing Industry Committee,
according to Chairman Jim
Greer, works closely in dealing
with problems and concerns of
Murray and Calloway County industries.
Chairman Paul Kiesow said his
Finance and Planning Committee
set long-range goals and plans for
the Chamber. He added the
Chamber is trying to receive
economic development funds.
In the absence of Chairman
Craig McCrystal, King said the
Membership Committee is planning a half-day "blitz" membership drive, instead of the regular
one-month campaign.
New Industry Committee serves
as an exten,sion of the Chamber,

talking with officials of industries
which have expressed interests in
locating facilities in Calloway
County, Chairman Harold Doran
said.
Chuck'Wynn. chairman of the
Retirement Growth Committee,
another long-range planning
group, said its plans are to attract
retirees to the lake area.
Chairman Bill Adams and the
Sites Committee talk to interested
industry officials concerning industrial sites in the county.
Larry Hurt, chairman of the
Building and Grounds Committee,
was unable to attend the meeting.
King said the group is planning
more dirt and seeding around the
Chamber office, located on U.S.
641 just north of Murray.
Sometime next year, the driveway
will be extended to the north and a
picnic site, complete with tables.
will be added.

TAKING A BREAK — The afternoon sun shone brightly as "Junior" took a momentary break from his
playful antics. Friskily the colt fl•olicked around the other animals in the field before coming to a pause
beneath the watchful eye his elders.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Over 100 million shares traded
GOP chiefs cautiously predict in stock exchange's biggest day
economic program victory
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP, -Republican leaders cautiously
forecast another victory for President Reagan's economic program
as the House began floor debate
before voting today on a compromise bill to raise taxes by $98.3
billion over the next three years.
But it appeared any such victory would have to be handed the
president by mainstream
Democrats — not by the
Republicans and Southern conservatives who were Reagan's source
of strength a year ago. Vote
counters in both parties said more
than half the Republicans might
oppose the bill.
"We're going to win. I know
we're going to win. I got that
visceral feeling," House
Republican Leader Robert Michel
proclaimed Wednesday as
Reagan lobbied nearly 100 House
members in meetings throughout
the day and evening.
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill told reporters today: -I
don't know what we'll do. We
could win by a half dozen votes or
lose it by a hundred.... I think we
have a good chance of putting it
over.
It was possible that the measure
would win passage in both the
House and Senat: today, paving
the way for the lawmakers to
leave Washington for a 2'2-week
Labor Day recess.
In the GOP-cohtrolled Senate,
liberal Democrats rallied to

Reagan's side, endorsing the bill
as a first step away from what
they called the overly generous
tax cut enacted at Reagan's
behest a year ago.
Sens. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., Christopher Dodd, DConn., Alan Cranston, D-Calif.,
and Max Baucus, D-Mont.. announced they will vote for the
measure. Another half-dozen or so
Democrats may join them.
What makes the bill acceptable
to some who otherwise would oppose Reagan's policy is a provi-

sion authorizing up to 10 more
weeks of compensation for the
unemployed. Among the groups
supporting the tax bill is the
liberal Americans for Democratic
Action.
A new Washington Post-ABC
News poll says 54 percent of the
913 people interviewed nationwide
opposed the tax bill, 35 percent approved and the rest had no opinion. The poll was taken Tuesday,
the day after Reagan's nationally
televised speech on behalf of the
bill. t

Budget reductions hoped
to lead to tax hike okay
'WASHINGTON
AP
—
Republican leaders are
celebrating passage of a
multibillion dollar package of
budget cuts for the second time in
two years, hoping it will lead to
swift approval of a companion tax
increase.
Congress approved the spending
cuts of $13.3 billion through 1985
Wednesday night, sending the
legislation to President Reagan
for his signature.
"Things are changing,"
declared Sen. Robert Dole, RKan., chairman of the Finance
Committee. "We're going to continue to keep pressure on spending."

We can vote for tax reform and
spending cuts, and for lower interest rates," said Sen. Pete V.
Domenici, R-N.M.
"Or we can vote against tax
reform, against spending cuts.
and for higher interest rates and
continuing misery for tens of
millions of American workers and
businesses," said Domenic],
chairman of the Senate Budget
Committee.
The measure will trim $4.2
billion from dairy price supports
through 1985,$1.9 billion from food
stamps and $4.1 billion from
federal pension programs, in part
by cutting cost-of-living increases
in half for federal retirees under
age 62.

By CHRISTOPHER LINDSAY
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK {AP — Although
the familiar image of the stock exchange resembles the chaos of a
national political convention,
often the traders actually slip out
to escape the dull roar, to smoke a
cigarette or get a bit of sun on
Wall Street. But not on Wednesday.
The brokers stayed on the New
York Stock Exchange floor.
creating the biggest trading day in
financial history. It was the day
the number of shares traded topped 100 million at 1:59 p.m. EDT
and a record 132.69 million at the
close.
"We were very, very busy,"
said Tom Coash, a broker with
Kidder, Peabody. But there were
few problems keeping up with the
swiftly moving market, he said.
Runners, or -squads," moved
quickly between the brokerage
stalls and the 14 trading posts on
the floor, shuttling buy and sell
orders.
The digital clocks on each wall
read 3:59:45 when the clanging
began, marking the end to the
day's trading, sparking cheers
and yelling from the floor.
The messengers, specialists,
traders and floor managers
wouldn't know the total volume
until they returned to their booths
a few moments later. But they
knew they had been busy.
One brokerage house was ready
— it had rehearsed for the big day.
Over a year ago, Merrill Lynch
brought•in some of its employees
one Saturday to do a drill on how
to handle a 100 million-share day.
said John von Briesen, an account
executive with E.F. Hutton.

Stumbo resigns to seek governor's seat
By SY FtAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --State Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo has
resigned to pursue his gubernatorial quest fulltime, and Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. says he wishes
him well.
Stumbo's departure came
Wednesday, two months before
his earlier announcement he
would leave by Nov.15. It was announced by Brown at a hurriedlyscheduled news conference.
The governor said that "when it
comes to the point where the
political bug catches on," it's time
for any of his administration ofDr. Grady Stumbo
ficials to leave.
to pursue
Stumbo has been Human
gubernatorial quest
Resources secretary under Brown
for 2's years. He recently joined
The governor ,said the imthe lineup of unannounced
mediate resignation was a "joint
Democratic gubernatorial can- decision" between the two.
didates and has been extremely
Stumbo will be succeeded by
active.
Buddy. Adams, a former
Brown said no state official with - Democratic' House member from
political ambitions "can serve two Bowling Green. Stumbo will stay
masters" and that he vvishes on for a month without pay to help
Stumbo well
Adams through the transition.
•

Stumbo said he was "pleasantly
Stumbo showed up at the news
surprised" by the furor that surconference and answered quesrounded his injection as a potentions freely.
tial candidate a few weeks ago.
He said the main problem was
"I thought it would take longer
the public's perception of him as a
for things to heat up," he said.
high state official who seemed to
The other unannounced
be campaigning actively for
Democratic gubernatorial congovernor.
tenders are IA. GON'. Martha
"If I told the governor I didn't
Layne Collins and Louisville
think it was a perception problem.
Mayor Harvey Sloane, who have
I think I could have stayed,"
been organizing for many months.
Stumbo said.
Sturnbo's public debut was a
He said he told Human
spirited speech almost two weeks
Resources aides earlier in the day
ago at the traditional Fancy Farm
that he probably would be leaving
political picnic in which he hurled
in a few days.
verbal barbs at his potential
"But my head wasn't geared for
rivals.
it to be 4 o'clock the time of the
The governor said he and Stumnews conference," Stumbo said.
The governor, again praising • bo had talked for months of how
the transition to another Human
Stumbo as a top-flight adResources secretary would be
ministrator who has run the
made, and that Adams was in the
largest agency in state government, said most of the remaining . forefront of the choices.
Adams. 41, served three
goals in.Human Resources have
legislative terms and did not seek
been accomplished by Stumbo.
re-election afterwards. He
"In the last couple of weeks,
specialized in health and welfare
he's been more inclined to be a
issues during his tenure from 1976
candidate," Brown said. ' ...The
closer you get to political fever, to 1981. Ile and his wife Linda have
three dauhters:
the more difficult it is.

Von Briesen expressed concern
that the NYSE ticker tape, which
monitors the market, was running
as much as 20 minutes late —
enough for major changes to occur without participants knowing
about them.
The situation was worse at the
Chicago Board of Options Exchange, where Wednesday's
571.413 transactions made it the
second record day in a row as
computers ran two hours behind.
The Midwest Stock Exchange's
8.42 million shares traded
Wednesday also set a record, topping the 5.68 million shares traded
Tuesday.
But James Grinder, chief NYSE
spokesman,said the New York ex-

change has a capacity of 150
million shares "and the system
works."

Despite the seeming confusion
on the floor, the stock trading process is becoming more and more
electronic.
Between the exchange's papercluttered floor and elegant ceiling
hangs a gold-colored jungle-gymlike "space frame" that supports
more than 500 television information screens, fed by electrical
cables enclosed in a network of
piping.
The screens are mounted by the
dozen atop each of the 14 trading
posts where the transactions take
place.

MES to refer post due
bills to credit bureau
The Murray Electric System
Plant Board voted Wednesday to
turn over some past due accounts
to the Credit Bureau of Murray.
Ron Underwood. superintendent
of the electric system, said accounts would be referred to the
credit bureau when a certain
amount of time elapses, when

clear, mild
Today mostly sunny and
warm with highs near 90.
Southwest winds 5 tc lOmph.
Tonight clear and mild. Lows in
the mid to upper 60s. Soiithwest
winds 5 to lOmph. Friday sunny
and quite warm. Highs around
90. Southwest winds 10 to
15mph.
Saturday through Monday:
Chance for rain, temperatures
at or a little below normal.
Highs in the upper 70s to mid
80s, lows in the upper 50s to mid
60s.
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MES has exhausted all resources
or when use of normal procedures
is not effective.
In other business, board
members tabled the issue of
customer information control —
releasing names and addresses of
new customers upon request.
Board members agreed more
time was needed to determine
legality and desirability of the
issue.
Concerning board members'
compensation, it was agreed that
members can have two excused
absences a year and still receive
pay. Members are paid a maximum salary of $62.50 per
meeting, a rate established by
Kentucky statutes.
The annual audit report also
was accepted

Evacuation plan
okayed by cabinet
By The Associated Press
The Israeli Cabinet approved
the final draft of the Palestinian
evacuation agreement today, but
the kidnapping of an Israeli
soldier threatened to delay the
start of the guerrillas' withdrawal
from west Beirut.
However, government sources
in Israel said they understood the
Palestine Liberation Organization
would release both the kidnapped
soldier *and a captured pilot Friday and that the evacuation would
begin either Saturday or Sunday.
I ,ebanon's foreign minister..
Fuad Butros, said in a Beirut
television interview the guerrillas
would begin evacuating Saturday
afternoon a few hours after the arrival of an advance French unit of
the multinational peacekeeping
force. He made no mention of the
kidnapped Israeli.
PI,0 spokesman Jamil
told reporters in -Beirut tgif
Israel's approval of the plhn was a
result of -heroic" resistance and
heavy casualties inflicted on the
invaders.
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Reagan in '84;topic discussed
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON ) AP ) — For all
their grumbling about President
Reagan's positions on taxes and
Taiwan, some leading Republican
conservatives say they would support the president again in 1984 4
he runs for re-election.
But some say they doubt the 71year-old Reagan will seek a second term.
"I don't think anyone wants to
start thinking now in terms of an
alternative to Reagan," said
Richard Viguerie, the conservative fund-raiser and publisher

who has been one of the most
vocal critics of the administration.
-If he. wants to run for reelection, we'll all get behind him."
he said.
Asked if he thought Reagan
would be a candidate in 1984.
Viguerie said, No, I don't."
A Strnflar response came from
John T. Terry I Dolan, head of the
National Conservative Political
Action Committee, who said that
"as of now" he doesn't expect
Reagan to run.
Asked if there was a search
under way for an alternative to
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Reagan, regardless of his decision
on whether to run, Dolan said: "I
haven't heard any discussion
about that
Rep. Mickey Edwargs, chairman of the American Conservative Union, said he was "disappointed" by Reagan's support for
the $98.3 billion tax bill and the
president's stand on arms sales to
Taiwan.
But Edwards, unlike Dolan and
Viguerie, said he expects Reagan
to run in 1984, and "if he runs
again, I think people will dutifully
line up behind turn.
"Nobody has begun to look at

Pfit

any other option," said Edwards,
an Oklahoma Republican.
Conservatives suffered setbacks recently when the president
placed his personal prestige
behind the effort to win congressional approval of the tax bill, and
then when he agreed to a longterm reduction in U.S. arms sales
to Taiwan.
The arms sale policy was
disclosed in a communique issued
in Washington and Peking.
Reagan insisted that he was not
abandoning Taiwan and that the
United States would continue supplying arms to the island government.

ru

Morning sickness drug causes
difficulties in animal research
WASHINGTON 1API — A new
warning linking high doses of a
drug used for "morning sickness"
in pregnancy to animal birth
defects is insufficient, according
to a congressman who has studied
the drug for more than two years.
• The Food and Drug Administration approved a revision of the
prescribing instructions for the
drug Bendectin last month to show
that one preliminary study linked
the drug to bone deformities and
diaphram hernias in rats and
another study linked it to heart
defects in monkeys.
Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical,
manufacturer of Bendectin, is
printing the revised prescribing
instructions and will supply them
to physicians and others at an
unspecified date

But Rep. Doug Walgren,
said Wednesday the revision isn't
likely to catch the attention of
physicians who have been
prescribing the drug for years.
"This is the most abused drug
there is that is taken during
pregnancy," said Walgren, a
member of the Science and
Technology Committee who has
researched Bendectin.
He said that although the drug
should only be taken in a very
small number of cases,"hundreds
of thousands of women use it as a
convenience" instead of taking
non-drug measures such as eating
dry toast or drinking or cold liquids.
Walgren said many doctors are
not aware that there could be a
problem with it.

THREE ACROSS, SIX LETTERS FOR PUZZLE CHAMP —
Stanley N-E-W-M-A-N, 30, large pencil holder, grins as he receives
first prize in the First U.S. Open Crossword Puzzle Championship at
the Loeb Student Center on the campus of new York University. With
him are third place winner John Chervokas (left), Briarcliff, N.Y.,
who won $250, and Rebecca Korribluh, Mundelein, fli., second place
winner who won $500. Newman only missed one letter in the final
crossword puzzle for the first prize of $1,500 which was accompanied
by an unabridged dictionary, a crossword puzzle dictionary and the
/ery large pencil. Newman has been doing crossword puzzles for his
own entertainment since high school.
(AP Laserphoto)

St

AT&T accepts anti-trust settlement

vv4tWas

DONATION — Presenting a check for $100 from the Murray
Woman's Club to Lavaughn Wells, choral director, Calloway County
High School 1second from right) and Bill Roberts, president of
Calloway Chamber Singers Boosters Club (right) are Oneida Boyd
I left) president, and Billie Hall, treasurer, of the club. The money
will go toward expenses for trip by the chamber singers to Austria in
July 1983. Boyd said the Woman's Club theme this year is "Committed To Service" and concerns emphasis on arts, education and international affairs.

WASHINGTON AP — The
Justice Department and the
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. announced today they have
decided to accept the conditions
set down by a federal judge for approval of their antitrust settlement.
The Justice Department's decision was reVealed in a 10-page
brief filed with U.S. District Judge

Harold H. Greene. The department said it had decided to accept
the conditions but did have one
suggestion to make to the judge to
modify one of his conditions.
AT&T spokesman Pic Wager
announced simultaneously that
AT&T would be filing a similar
document with the court later today accepting the judge's conditions without qualification.

Assistant Attorney General
William F. Baxter made it clear in
his filing that he would accept
Greene's conditions even if the
judge does not approve his suggested modification.
-Because the alternatives
available would pose unacceptable costs to the public interest,
including delay in the reorganization process, the United States is
prepared to agree to the court's

revisions, and will transmit that
assent to the court on or before the
date set in the court's order,"
Baxter wrote.
The Justice Department's one
proposed modification involves a
request that the judge prohibit the
Bell System Companies from
marketing complex switchboard
equipment after the companies
are set free by AT&T.
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Nursing home
rules relaxed
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The administration, ever searching for ways to
deregulate industry, has turned its attention to nursing homes. In an attempt to increase efficiency,
the Department of Health and Human Services proposes to relax nursing home inspection rules.
Unfortunately, it's more likely that the changes
would decrease the protection of the more than 1.3
million elderly Americans who live in nursing
homes that receive Medicare and Medicaid funding.
One of the proposals being considered would permit the Joint Commission of Accreditation of
Hospitals, a private, non-profit organization, to
monitor the health and safety standards for nursing
homes that serve Medicaid and Medicare patients.
The federal government would accept JCAH accreditation as sufficient evidence that nursing
homes met federal standards and, therefore, are
entitled to funding.
Other proposals include reducing annual inspections of nursing homes to once every two years for
those facilities having no reported violations, and
eliminating the requirement that nursing homes
with problems be re-inspected within 90 days. In the
latter situation, a nursing home could simply send a
letter or make a telephone call confirming that the
problems have been corrected.
While some of the gross exploitation and abuses
of the nation's elderly in unsupervised nursing
homes has been curbed through federal and state
monitoring, it would be naive to believe that such
problems no longer exist. Regulations in many
parts of the nation governing nursing homes probably should be tightened; in any case, the administration's proposals should be scrappd.
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Student loan
money barred
Secretary of Education T. H. Bell, stung by recent
congressional criticism that his agency hasn't tried
hard enought to collect debt, has barred more than
400 colleges and trade schools from receiving further federal student-loan money on grounds their
default rates exceed 25 percent.
He also will intensify efforts to dun defaulters
among 10.3 million current and retired military and
civilian federal workers.
Time was past due for a clamping down on educational institutions with high default rates on student
loans. According to Rep. John Hiler, R-Ind., more
than half of the nation's 11 million full-time college
students will receive financial aid from Uncle Sam
in fiscal 1983.
"Federal assistance will total more than $13
billion in fiscal 1983 and the figure includes the principal amount of the loans," Hiler said. "Real
federal higher education spending per student
enrolled has increased from $222 in 1960 to $394 in
1970 and $660 in this fiscal year."
With this level of student aid, the announcement
that the Department of Education is now earnestly
trying to collect overdue debts and avoid future
ones is welcome news to taxpayers.

What happened
to your tax cut?
Remember the July 1 tax cut? Those who still
have their jobs were supposed to gain an average of
$7 per week. Of course, lower and middle-income
taxpayers saw their Social Security taxes increased
about as much last January as their federal income
taxes were cut in July. Thus your total tax
withholding probably is no different now from what
it was in 1981 — unless it increased because you got
a cost-of-living raise in the last year which bumped
you into a higher federal income tax bracket.
And if you're among the higher-income taxpayers, you will have to wait until next April to collect your full tax cut, because the government has
not reduced the highest withholding bracket,
formerly and still at 37 percent.
It would be wrong, however, to think that the tax
cut was a hoax. Wouldn't it?
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Scott Willis is another Murray boy
making it on the New York stages
Steve Porter's role in "All My
Children" brings much credit to Murray, and there's another Murray boy.
up there in New York who also is carving out a place for himself in the
entertainment world.
It's Scott Willis, one of Kayo Willis'
boys. Kayo, many will remember,
was the freshman basketball coach
at Murray State. He's now coaching
one of the Alabama schools at Huntsville.
In May, Catherine ( Mrs. Riley I
Kay, who lives on Kentucky Lake
near Jonathan Creek, saw Scott performing in the musical "Encore"
during the 50th anniversary of Radio
City Music Hall.
She was in New York at the time
visiting her daughter, Pat, and her
two grandchildren. They had gone to
the Music Hall, and from a 5th row
center seat, Mrs. Kay look up to
recognize Scott in the chorus.
She knew it was Scott, because she
had gotten to know him well when he
was a member of the "Lakeside
Singers" some time back. She and
her husband had entertained the
group in their home on occasions.
It was so dark in the theater, she
could not read her program to see if
Scott's name was listed, but later
found it was.
She did, however, go backstage as
soon as the show was over to try to
see him, but was told by the man at
the door that there was no Scott
Willis in the cast.

Later, she wrote him and he wrote
back. Yes, he wrote, he was in the
"Encore" production and was in the
show at Radio Music Hall when Mrs.
Kay thought she recognized hirn. He
also wrote that he was appearing in
three shows a day there and would be
through Sept. 5.
I remember Scott with the
Lakeside Singers. They put on a program at the Murray Rotary Club one
day, and as I sat there, I thought as I
watched Scott sing and dance,"Now,
there's one young fellow who some
day will be on the stage in New
York."
It was written all over him, and it
looks like I read the signs correctly.
• • •
"Uncle Tom" Mania is one of my
favorite early morning coffee drinking buddies. Tom came to Calloway
County some 35 years ago from the
coal fields of southwest Virginia and
southeastern Kentucky. More than 30
years of his life has been spent deep
in the earth digging coal to the light
of a carbide lamp.
Now 80 years old, he enjoys telling
tales about his coal mining days and
his life in the mountains about as
much as he enjoys puffing on his
ever-present cigarette.
The other morning, the conversation drifted around to Kentucky
moonshine whiskey, and he laughingly told how they used to make it in the
mountains, as they, no doubt, do to

this day.
He told about his one old mountaineer who had a still not far from
his house way up one of the hollows.
He also had a big flock of chickens
which scratched and pecked around
all over the place. They not only kept
him supplied with eggs but also provided meat for the table.
Late one afternoon, the old man
emptied a barrel or two of corn mash
from his still, the moonshine havipg
been cooked off it, out on the ground
down in the woods where the still was,
located.
At first light the next day, he stepped out onto the porch and, slipping
his arms through the straps of his
overalls, looked out across a sea of
chickens lying all over the place. He,
thinking they were dead, couldn't
figure out what had happened to
them, but he wasn't just going to buy
them like that.
Feathers were bringing $1 a pound
in town, so he got his women folk up
and they proceeded to pick all the
chickens and bagged the feathers.
With a wheelbarrow, he hauled
several loads of the limp and plucked
birds to a nearby ditch and dumped
them.
Then he went to town and sold the
feathers.
The next day at first light, he again
went out on the porch, and there,
scratching and pecking around the
place, was a yardful of naked
• chickens.

Add .to Your List of Lookalikes:
The sv•tet, machinelike golf swing of
Calvin Peete, the fine black golfer on
the professional circuit, and that of
Murray State golf coach R. T. Buddy ) Hewitt.
But don't get the impression Buddy
has patterned his swing after that of
Peete's. Buddy was playing par golf
long before Peete, who now at 39
never had a golf club in his hands until he was 23, took up the game 16
years ago.

DEATW VAU.EYJAYS

looking back
Ten years ago
Walter Dee Huddleston, Democrat
nominee for U.S. Senate, was in Murray yesterday on behalf of his candidacy. He is pictured with Police
Capt. Jerry Lee, Mary Jane Littleton
and Sid Easley.
Murray High School will open Aug.
23, according to Eli Alexander, principal.
Almo Girls Softball Team won
championship of tournament conducted at Coldwater Ball Park.
A special feature story on Hugh
Massey concerning his fishing
techniques is published. It was written by Jerry Allen.
Bobby Grogan of Murray Branch
of Hopkinsville Federal Savings and
Loan spoke at meeting of Business
and Professional Women's Club at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Twenty years ago
Joe Pat James of Murray Lions
Club has been appointed Deputy
governor of Region Two of Kentucky
Lions Club.
Deaths reported include Ben
Childress 50, Mrs. Addie Lyles, 87,
and Paul E. Mills, 30.
Mrs. Joe Baker Littleton was
elected president of Woman's
Democractic Club at Murray
Woman's Club House. Other officers
are Mrs. James Lassiter. Mrs.
Paschall West and Mrs. Robert
Young.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.I. Boswell on Aug. 15.
Sam Kelley of Murray and Jim

They were far from dead. They had
just sobered up after being out cold
from eating that moonshine mash.
• • •
Tom tells another yarn about the
time a revenue officer, a stranger in
the mountainous area. stopped and
asked a boy walking along the road if
his father had a still.
"Yeah," the boy replied, Pa's got
a still."
"I'll give you a dollar to show me
where it is." the revenue man proposed. -Okay," the boy said,
hesitated for a moment then went on,
"but you'll have to give it to me
now."
"I'll tell you what," the revenueer
proposed. "I'll plve it to you when we
get back."
"Can't do that. mister," the little
fellow replied, "I've got to have it
now, because if I show you where
Pa's still is, you ain't coming back."
• • •

Webber of Mayfield won first state
titles in opening rounds of Kentucky
Skeet Championship at Louisville.
Thirty years ago
New teachers of Murray City
School System include Dennis
Taylor. Lorene Swann, Rebecca
Tarry and W.P.(Dub) Russell.
Murray Lions Club in cooperation
with city of Murray will sponsor a
Mosquito Control Campaign this
summer,according to Rob Huie, club
project chairman.
Charlene Orr, daughter of Mrs.
Laverne Orr, and Billy Joe Saunders,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Saunders,
were married Aug. 15 at the Orr
home.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ross on Aug. 18.
A special feature story about Berry
Bowen, Bell City grocery owner, is
published. It was written by Joette
Lassiter.

CAAMISER
COON...WPCE

Write a Letter .. Letters to the
editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Address correspondence to:
Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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Reclassifying employees confuses some
FRANKFORT - It's just the
numbers and lack of understanding
that is upsetting state employees in
the reclassification system instituted
by Personnel, according to officials
in the Finance and Administration
cabinet.
"There will not be any reductions
in salaries now or next June. Red
circled employees will get the five
percent increase voted by the
legislature and be eligible for merit
increases as well," Ralph Ed
Graves, executive assistant to
Secretary George Fisher, emphatically stated.
Harold Newton. assistant to Personnel Commissioner Dee Maynard,
was in on the three-way telephone
conversation and agreed with'
Graves'explanation.
More than 3,000 state emplowes,
are expected to file appeals with the
Personnel Board over their
reclassificationS. Graves said before
Newton got into the interview for
clarificationof thi.) first point.
This is Graves' explanation.

There were 27 steps in the pay
schedule of the Merit System before
Fisher came forward with this "Pay
for Performance" reclassification
system.
The first eight of them were not being used, and it had been more than a
year before the No. 8 grade had been
used. Grades had been added when
needed to keep up with pay increases
for inflation. So, actually, only the
last 18 of the 1 to 27 classifications
were used.
Fisher dropped the first 8 and
started numbering from 1 again and
reduced the classification by two to
16.
'If we hadn't dropped the first
numbers, there would have been no
complaint." Graves said. • If we had
started at 31 they would have had
higher numbers.
"We are not aware of anyone who
has had his pay reduced•because of
the classification, nor will there be.
The governor has said that.-4/14.tbe-secretary of the cabinet ( Fisher ) has
said thai

We don't deny there can be errors
solve one problem or appeal, you've
in reclassification. That's what the
settled all others of the same nature.
appeals process is for."
We are not saying we didn't make
At first in the reclassification, a
some mistakes. We are making
person who was red circled I being
every effort to resolve them."
paid above and beyond his grade )
would have to wait until the pay
schedule caught up with him or move
into a more responsible position to
meet the pay grade.
But. Graves pointed out here. even
then, this etnployee would get the
by Ken Wolf
five percent mandated by the
Here is a thought about learinc
legislature, but not be eligible for
and humility.
merit pay until moving to a higher
•
When the seventeeth-century
position."
Hasidic Jewish Rabbi Levi Yitzhak
Many complaints were received on
as asked by one of his disciples why
this score. The governor and Fisher
the first page was not numbered in
then asked Personnel to rewrite the
all the books of the Babylonian
regulations so the red circled
Talmud, he replied
employee is eligible for merit ,conHowever much a man may
sideration and pay.
learn, he should always
The regulations haven't been an-,
remember that he has not even 4
proved yet-Ifrici.ltiti ts- telly some
gotten to the first page.
employees are disturbed.
..)..-The-ver.lassifica non . • is out giillte" —This story comes from Martin
Buber's Tales of the kiasidirn, first
to be he mammoth job we exWiled in 1947
pected. Graves said. -When you
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CCC reunion planned
C.C.C. Co. 1519,formerly located at Wooten Nigh,
Ky., will have its first reunion at the City Park at
Pikeville, Ky., on Saturday and Sunday. Aug. 28 and
29. All ex-members are invited, according to E.
Mills, Box 10205, San Antonio, Texas. 78210

Lodge schedules luau

Board meeting of the Humane Society of
Calloway County will be Tuesday. Aug. 24, at 6.30
p.m at the Sirloin Stockade. All members are urged to attend, a spokesman said.

Bowling league to meet
Magic Tri Women's Bowling League will have an
organizational meeting on Tuesday. Aug. 24, at 7
p.m. at Pagliai's. Any person interested in bowling
is urged to attend. Teams will be made up of interested bowlers if a team has not been formed. For
information call Mary Beth Burkeen, secretary,
753-3283.

_Yard sole Saturday
A yard sale, sponsored by Class of Licensed Practical Nurses at Murray Area Vocational School will
be Saturday. Aug. 21. from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Murray Middle School, Eighth and Main Streets.

YOU
WOULD HAW
BY NOW
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LOSE WEIGHT
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Here's a Sensible
Weight-Loss

Program
That Really
Works!
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Names added to Byers list
Four persons attending the Byers Family Reunion at Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank were not included in the list submitted for publication in the article on Tuesday. They
were Mr. and Mrs. Gus Byers and Mr. and Mrs.
Carmol Byers, all of Hardin.

Eckert hospital patient
Richard Eckert of New Concord has been
dismissed as a patient from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

Nurses to meet Monday
District 17, Unit 1. of Licensed Practical Nurses
will meet Monday, Aug. 23, at 7 p.m. at Western
Sizzlin Steakhouse. All members ax interested
1,PNs are urged to attend, a spokesm said.

Youth pool party planned

PWP chapter will meet
Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet Friday. Aug. 20, at 8
p.m. at American Legion Hall. Legion Drive,
. Paducah. A Handwriting Analysis Demonstration
will be by Mr. and Mrs. Bill Farr.
Persons are eligible for membership if a single
parent by reason of separation, divorce, widowhood
or never married. For information call 1-444-6251 or
1-224-2674.
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Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011 will have its annual
luau on Satuaday, Aug. 28, from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m at
the lodge hall on North 16th Street. Tickets at 510
per coupte.may be purchased now or at the door the
night of the event

Humane board will meet

A Youth Pool Party for Grades 5 through 12 of
First United Methodist Church will be Sunday, Aug.
22. at 6:30 p.m. at pool in Murray-Calloway County
Park. Refreshments, officer election and individual
group meetings will be at 8 p.m.
The meeting will close at 9:30 p.m. The 1982
graduates and the 1982-83 fifth graders will be
guests.

County meeting Sunday
Pastor-Parish Relations Committees from United
Methodist Churches of Calloway County will meet
at First United Methodist Church, Murray, on Sunday, Aug. 22,from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
The purpose of the workshop will be an introduction to the initial phase of an evaluation process of
pastors by the committee. This fall, Pastor-Parish
Relations Committees will be entering dialogue
with ministers in order to set priorities for the role
and task of pastors in the local church.

Jones serving in Germany
SP/4 Thomas 0. Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.R.
Jones, Murray, has arrived for duty in
Baumholder, Germany. Jones is a gunner in AntiTank Missiles and was formerly stationed at Fort
Campbell. His wife, Stacy,daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Charles G. Smith, Murray, soon will join her husband in Germany.

It's Back To The Books
and Back To The
Cherry's
With 20% Off
Storewide

Lid\
ALMO HIGH School Class of 1957 had its 25th class reunion on Saturday, July 31. A social hour was at the
home of Mrs. Tommy (lla ) Brown followed by a dinner at Holiday Inn. Class members and teachers attending were, left to right, front row, Doris Stewart Lewis, lla Hopkins Brown, Lavanda Sue Collins Raso, OL3
Burkeen James, Bobby Johnson, Jerry Arteberry, second row, Mrs. Cleo Redder, teacher, Ronald Hopkins,
Mrs. Lucy Lilly, teacher, Shirley Bennett Tucker, Janice Jones Pace, Charles Peeler, Donnie Newberry,
Laura Barnett Ward, Thomas Reeves, Janice Arteberry Barnett, Charles Roberts and Bill Miller, teacher
and principal.

Coming events announced
Thursday. Aug. 19
Calloway County
Faculty-Staff Tennis
Tournament will be from
6 to 8:30 p.m. at Calloway
County High School Tennis Courts.
Joint meeting oh Murray, Emblem of Mayfield
and Paducah Business
and Professional
Women's Clubs will be at
7 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Murray -Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce will have its
quarterly meeting at 7:30
a.m. at Community
Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank. Coffee and
doughnuts will be
available at a minimum
charge.
West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers
Club will meet at 8 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitors
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.
Twin Lakes Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant, Draffenville.
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Ends Tomte•7 10,900
Th1r/g3 Are Tough All Over
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Thursday, Aug. 19
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Men's Stag Night is
scheduled at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Country Club
with Al Yurcus, Mike
Holton, Ron Foster and
Rick Miller in charge.
Couples Tennis will be
at 6 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.

Friday, Aug. 20
tivities by Senior
Citizens.
Twilight golf will be at
5:30 p.m. at Murray
Country Club with Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Orr as
chairmen.
Oaks Country Club has
twilight golf scheduled at
5:30 p.m.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include The Universe of Dr.
Einstein at 8 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitors
Center and Night Visual
at 8:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.

Outioor Harvest
Sale
Friday & Saturday
Everything ½ Price

CHEAP 3
7. /5

/r/

Saturday, Aug. 21
Reception for faculty
members at Murray
State University will be
at 7 p.m. in Pogue
Library.
Square and round dancing will start at 7:30 p.m.
at Woodrnen of World
Hall.
Back to School Pool
Side Dance for Grades 9
to 12 will be from 8:30
p.m. to midnight at Murray Country Club. Each
member may invite as
many guests as desired.

Murray -Calloway
County Soccer Association will have registration
Square and round danc- for ages 5 to 18 from 9
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at a.m, to noon in Old
Friday, Aug. 20
City
Twin Lakers Chapter of old Lynn Grove Roller Park.
Skating
Rink.
Recreational Vehicles of
Yard sale by LPN Class
West Kentucky will have
at Murray Vocational
Deadline
is
8
p.m.
for
a campout at Columbus
School will be from 7 a.m.
Belmont State Park. A entering ACWA World to 3 p.m. at
Murray Midpotluck supper will be Qualifying Coon Hunt for dle School,
Eighth and
served Saturday evening Exceptional Children's Main Streets.
at canipsite of Hugh and Benefit at Twin Lakes
Alcoholics Anonymous
Larue Wallace and Fred Coon Hunters Club near
and Alanon will meet at 8
and Martha Butterworth. Hardin.
p.m. in western portion of
Wranglers Riding Club
Events at Murray State Livestock and Exposition
will ride at 7:30 p.m. at University include colCenter.
the club rink.
lege faculty meetings at
10 a.m. and departmental
Events in Land BetHazel and Douglas faculty meetings at 1:30 ween the
Lakes will inCenters will be open from p.m.
clude Stream Stroll from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac1 to 3 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center,
"A Shop to Remember"
Children's Farm
*st
Workshop from 1 to 4
JPGNE ITTS
p.m. at The Homeplace1850, Squirrel season
opens and Fox chasing
season opens.
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.

central center 753-3314

2 OuSai

Hwy. 641 N.

Adjoining Wiggins Furniture

A New Dimension
#
in Terror

Area Kentucky Baptist
WMU Conference will be
from I to 3:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
Exceptional Children's
Benefit ACHA World
Qualifying Hunt, Fledbone Sectional, will include auction at noon,
country music, fish fry,
bench show at 6 p.m. and
club hunt at 8 p.m. at
Twin Lakes Coon Hunters
Club, off Highway 80, east
of Hardin.
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HEALTH

Holland-Jenkins wedding scheduled
Mr and MI', Jimmy
Cole of New Concord announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Kim Holland, to Kenny
Jenkins, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins of
Puryear, Tenn.
Miss Holland is a 1979
graduate of Calloway
County High School. She
is employed by Murray
Cablevision.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon McKeel,
Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Bogard and Mrs. Nell
Dodd,all of Murray.
Mr. Jenkins is a 1978
graduate of Henry County High School, Paris,
Tenn. She is self
employed as a farmer.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins and the late
George Jenkins of
Puryear, and of Mrs. Iris
Easlick and the late
Glenn Easlick of Davenport, Iowa.
The wedding will take
place on Friday, Sept. 17,
at 7 p.m. at North Fork
Baptist Church. A reception will follow' the
ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception:
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Cooling off is beneficial
Lawr•nc•E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
I sin might contribute to muscle by the current hysteria
healthy 32-year-old male cramps The truth is the about salt intake Your body
6 feet 1 and weigh 185 periods of cooler tempera- does Deed a minimal amount
pounds with a slight pouch ture help your body elimi- and must replace salt lost
at the waist
nate the heat that has built from sweat
I would like to know what up and are very beneficial in
Weigh yourself daily If
are the effects of sudden the prevention of heat you begin to lose too much
temperature changes from stroke Many people get into weight that is not accounted
140 degrees and over to an trouble with heat waves for by your diet, then you
air-conditioned room from because they do not have a should make it a point to
70 to 80 degrees numerous cool room to sleep in and the drink a lot more water Body
times in a work day'
body never gets a chance to weight is an excellent guide
Since I perspire quite really eliminate a build-up I'm sending you The
hAvily and must remain in of body heat.
Health Letter 7-12. Heat
hot temperatures for long If you sweat a lot from Stress Cramps Exhaustion
periods of time what is the Torts or work you can lose Stroke which will clarify
best way to restore body flu- too much salt and water the heat salt problem for
ids lost by perspiration' I Salt tablets are not usually you Others can send 75
know excessive salt is detri- recommended any more but cents with a long, stamped
mental and my employer if you lose too much salt it self-addressed envelope for
stopped supplying salt tab- should be replaced or you it tome, in care of this newslets years ago How do I will be prone to muscle paper, P0 Box 1551 Radio
know if I am getting enough cramps. You can get the salt City Station, New York. NY
fluids or too much'
you need by adding salt to 10019
DEAR READER - The your food and by drinking at DEAR DR LAMB - I am
sudden temperature changes least a quart of fortified a 30-year-old man and have
you describe are not as skim milk a day. Drink a lot been dating a divorcee of the
harmful as people think, of orange Juice or other fruit same age Although sex has
although if you are rest in a juices too for additional not entered the relationship
cool room after exertion it potassium Don't be fooled vet it most likely may

a

PADUCAH

along with mart-late
c al!
would like to have
She has told me that At Yr
venereal herpes
I understand tins is
incurable viral disease and
that it is only infectious during a flare-up I'm extremely impressed that she told
me in advance of any potential exposure I'm sure that
was very hard to do
Can we reasonably avoid
the infectious periods so as
to prevent infecting me'
DEAR READER - Just
recently a new medicine has
been approved to help control herpes simplex 2. sometimes called genital herpes
It is acyclovir. marketed as
an ointment called ZoVirax
It will not cure herpes but it
will shorten the time
required for healing of sores
caused by the initial attack
and will shorten the time
live viruses are present in
the sores

semerrs

MURRAY

Kim Holland
to marry Kenny Jenkins

Playtex*

West-Wood wedding to be Saturday

.ou- nd dancit 7:30 p.m.
of World

Miss Rebecca Jo West,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Haron B. West of Murray,
and Walter Y. Wood, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Y. Wood of
Owensboro, have' completed plans for their
wedding on Saturday.
Aug. 21.

Pool
r Grades 9
from 8:30
ght at MurClub. Each
invite as
s desired.
7ho- ol

:alloway
Associaregistration
18 from 9
in Old City

The ceremony will be
solemnized at 4 p.m. in
the sanctuary of the First
United Methodist Church.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
Jr., will officiate.
A program of nuptial
music will be presented
by Mrs. Richard Farrell,
organist, and Gus Robert-

son, Jr., soloist.
Alvey Smith of InThe bride-elect has dianapolis.
Ind., as best
chosen Miss Leeanna man. Groomsmen
will be
Dick of Louisville as her Steven West
and Leonard
maid of honor, and Mrs. Foss, both
of Murray.
Steven West of Murray
Mike Pace of
and Mrs. Donald Jones of Owensboro
and Mark
Owensboro as her West and Steve West
of
bridesmaids.
Murray will serve as
Mr. Wood has chosen ushers.
Jason West Will be the
ringbearer.
Mrs. Marc Darnell and
Miss Lori Rushing will
kept the guest register.
ducted voluntarily by the
Directing the wedding
manufacturer, Pines of will be Mrs.
W.C. Elkins
America of Fort Wayne, and
Mrs. Joe ick.
Ind.
A reception will follow
The combination infant the ceremony
at the Murseat-carrier has a ray
Country Club.
removable leg rest and
All friends and
many adults carry the relatives
are invited to atseat by holding it under tend the
wedding and the
the leg rest. When that is reception.
done, the commission
said, the 'leg rest could
come off and the child
could fall out.
The manufacturer said
it had received two
reports of such incidents.
The firm asked owners
to stop using the
detachable leg rests as a
handle. The company is
offering a 85 refund to
people who remove the
leg rest and return it,
with their name and address, to Pines of
America, P.O. Box 8601,
Fort Wayne, Ind., 46808.
Postage costs also will be
reimbursed.

Infant carrier seat being recalled
WASHINGTON AP) - wide between 1975 and
The Consumer Product 1980 under the name
Safety Commission an- Tenderkare model 412,
nounced Tuesday the and also by Sears under
recall of an infant carrier the name "Winnie-theseat that could malfunc- Pooh Rocker-Carrier"
tion and allow the child to model 36511, the corrunisfall out.
sion said. The carrier
About 15,000 of the car- cost about 820.
riers were sold nationThe recall is being con-

LP- N Class
Vocational
from 7 a.m.
lurray Midilighth and

Ano- nymous
11 meet at 8
portion of
Exposition

Cream recipe released

La- nd Bettes will inStroll from
Woodlands
:enter,
s Farm
)rn 1 to 4
Homeplaceel season
ox chasing

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
BUFFET SUPPER
Cocktails Cheese Twists
Curried Turkey-Rice
Salad Chutney Peanuts
Strawberry .. Cream
Cookies
Strawberry Cream
Make-ahead dessert to
serve to guests.
10-ounce package
frozen halved strawberries in syrup, thawed
1 envelope unflavored
gelatin
'2 cup sugar
1-3rd cup domestic
brandy
1 cup half-and-half
1 cup sour cream
Fresh strawberries,

cky Baptist
!nee will be
30 p.m. at
;t Church,

Children's
IA World
lunt, Redd, will in1 at noon,
c, fish fry,
6 p.m. and
8 p.m. at
xin Hunters
way 80, east

sliced and sweetened
In an electric blender
puree strawberries with
their syrup. In a medium
saucepan stir together
gelatin and sugar; stir in
pureed strawberries.
Heat gently, stirring, until gelatin and sugar are
dissolved. Off heat.
gradually stir in brandy
and half-and-half; add
sour cream and beat
gently until blended.
Turn into a P2-quart serving bowl or individual
serving dishes; chill to
set.
At serving time, top
generously with fresh
strawberries. Makes 8
servings.

Another First
In Marray
t,gus r 30's the dote

FRAMERS GALLERY
The Village
3-07

SUP
201 SALE
Save 20% off the suggested retail prices of these Playtex foundations
all Support can be Beautifut• bras
all i can't believe it's a girdle' girdles 8. all-in-ones
Tale erch Sep...new

"ic

SRialITS
OXFORD CLOTH
BUTTON-DOWNS
The Oxford Cloth Shirt with button
down collar and breast pocket is
fashion clossic Bright's selection
of these classics from Shapely ond
Dunloggin offers ten colors to go
with your fall wardrobe 21 0r-23"

BACK TO SCHOOL
SALE
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

Open 9 6 Mon.-Sot. Fri. 9 to 8

Choldren s Fashoorts

7.17/e step zackier

9.1 Air ShopwnQ C.nre'
•

Foil Fashion means Sweaters There con be no substitute for a great .
looking Shetland Sweater with.° ikillfully crafted Bright's monogram
Bright s is dioud to have.our-finest selection of Foil Sweaters ever
We suggest that-you 4oke several-for an ideal addition to your wardrobe
_
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Whitaker and Seale wedding Sept. 4 McKinney and Coles vows said
Mrs. Virginia Luis
Whitaker OE Gilbertsville
announces the engagement and approaching
marriage of her
daughter. Sonia Gail, to
William Tyler Seale, son
of Dr. and Mrs. William
B Seale of Murray.
The brideelect is the
granddaughter of the-tate
Brack and Pearlie
Whitaker of Whitesberg.
and of the late R.B and
Mary Burns Borders of
Snuthland.
Miss Whitaker attended Marshall County High
School, received an
Associate of Arts degree
from Paducah Community College and graduated
Cum Laude with a
Bachelor's degree in
political science from
Murray State University.
She recently has completed her work with
Eastern Kentucky
University. for a Master's
degree in public administration. Her special
area Of interest is court
administration.
Mr. Seale is the grandson of the late Hugh and

William Tyler Seale
Sonia Gail Whitaker
to marry at Grand Rivers
Mildred Kelly Clark of
Corbin and of the late
Albert Tyler and Edith
Buchanan Seale of Middlesboro
The groom-elect is a
graduate of Murray High
School and Murray State
University where he
received a Bachelor of
Science degree with a
double major in
psychology and criminal

Justice.
He enlisted in the
United States Army in
April and presently is attending the Academy of
Health Science at Fort
Sam Houston, San Antonio, Texas. He recently
has graduated as a
medical specialist and
currently is enrolled in
the Psychiatric Specialist
Program.
The wedding vows will

be solemnized on Saturday. Sept. 4, at 6 p.m. at
the First Baptist Church
at Grand Rivers. A reception will follow immediately in the Clyde
Reed Memorial Room at
Twin Lakes Branch Bank
of Livingston County.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception.

Miss Karen Suzanne
McKinney and Daryl
Frank Coles were married Saturday, June
at
m at the Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church.
The Rev, John Brent
Underwood and the Rev.
Dean Woodard officiated
at the double ring
ceremony.
A program of music
was presented by Miss
Donna Morrison, pianist
and soloist.
The altar was centered
with the wrought iron
arch entwined with
greenery.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert McKinney, Rt. 1,
Dexter, and the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
E.D. Winchester and of
R.D. McKinney and the
late Mrs. Estelle McKinney.
The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Coles, Rt. 2, Hazel, the
grandson of Mrs. Eva
Craig and Mr. and Mrs.
Hilman Coles, and the
great-grandson of Mrs.
Retta Cooper.

The bride
The bride was escorted
to the altar by her father
Mr. and Mrs Daryl Fronk Coles
and given in marriage by
her parents.
They wore waist length reception were Mrs. chester, Margie WinShe wore a formal capes of sheer organza Joyce Gibson, Mrs. chester, Betty Cooper
gown of white Chantilly with ribbon bows at the Marilyn McKinney and and Marilyn McKinney
lace over bridal taffeta, shoulders. Each carried a Mrs. Betty Cooper. Also as hostesses.
BALTIMORE API — accented
with individual fan with ivory roses and serving were Miss CorWhile driver education motifs of
Venice lace. It matching apricot rib- nelia Jackson, Miss Cancourses cut 'down on the was
designed with a fitted bons.
dy Maddox, Mrs. Martha
number of traffic viola- bodice, a
Queen Ann
Miss Mitzi McKinney Thorn and Mrs. Jena
tions among young neckline
and bishop was the flower girl. She Carter.
motorists, it has no effect sleeves with
deep lace wore a dress designed
Miss Monica Brown
on the number of ac- cuffs. Her
Frances Drake
bouffant skirt identical to the other at- and Miss Teresa Stucky
cidents, a preliminary with a wide
FRIDAY, AUGUST 20, 1982
flounce ruffle tendants.
kept
the
register.
study say.
encircling the hemline
What kind of day will tomorBryan White was best
The couple left for a
Jack Weaver. president swept into a
chapel train. man. Groomsmen were wedding trip to Lookout row be? To find out what the
and project director of
Her cathedral length Tim Coles and Bobby Mountain at Chat- stars say, read the forecast
the Study conducted by veil of'imported
silk illu- McKinney.
tanooga, Tenn. They now given for your birth sign.
the Safe Performance sion edged in
ARIES
Chantilly
Ushers
were'
reside at Rt. 1, Hazel.
Doug
Associates of Atlanta, lace was
iMar. 21 to Apr. 19) Cr
attached to a McKinney, Jeff Thorn,'
Rehearsal dinner
said the study was con- lace headpiece
Though in principle you're
beaded Dwain McKinney and
The groom's parents
ducted in De Kalb Coun- with seed
on the right track regarding a
pearls. She car- Roy Glenn Hill.
were hosts for the rehearty, Ga.. where teen-agers ried a bridal
bouquet of Greg Ramsey was the sal dinner at Sirloin work plan, it will take more
can get drivers' licenses white
time to implement your ideas.
flowers with ring bearer.
Stockade. This was for
at age 16 without any greenery and
ribbon
The bride's mother members of the wedding Au
driver education courses. streamers.
TAURUS
wore a beige dress and party and their families.
He said the $5.95
Apr. 20 to May 201
Miss Aleeah Lamb was the groom's mother wore
Bridal events
You'll have a sudden burst
million study, funded by her maid of
honor. a mint green dress. They
Events given in honor of creative energy, but you
the National Highway Bridesmaids were
Miss had corsages of ivory of the bride included:
must avoid those things which
Traffic Safety Ad- Sandy White
and ,Miss roses and apricot
A shower at Brooks distract
re
you to get favorable
ministration, the state of Donna Coles,
sister of the azealeas.
Chapel United Methodist
Georgia and the county, groom.
Directing the wedding Church with Fran GEMINI
surveyed 18,000 high
The attendants wore was Mrs. Betty Cooper.
Ramsey, Rita Culve, ( May 21 to June 20
school students, 13,000 of
formal gowns of nectar
A family member may not
Reception
Marcia Crick, Cindy
whom got licenses.
sheer pindot organza
A reception followed in Wiley, Cornelia Jackson follow through on a promise.
over taffeta. They were the fellowship hall of the and Mickey Burkeen as That is why you must speak
GRATE SOAP
directly and clarify your obGrate small pieces of designed with fitted church.
hostesses.
leftover soap in your bodices and spaghetti The bride's table was
A shower at Mason's jectives.
blender.to make a mild li- straps of lace and ribbon. covered with a white Chapel United Methodist
quid detergent that's Their bouffant sirts end- cloth edged with apricot Church with Donna Coles, (June 21 to July 22 e(:)
You have good ideas, but it's
good for washing delicate ed with wide flounce ruf- ribbon and centered with Sharon Myatt, Oneida
fles with lace and ribbon. a bouquet of ivory roses, White, Jena Carter, Ann best not to take others into
items.
Confidence now. Another
apricot azaeleas and Hill and Martha Thorn as your
person's vagueness could be
SINGLE-PERSON HOUSEHOLDS
greenery. The three- hostesses.
unsettling.
There are now 21.5 million single-person tiered
wedding cake was
A shower at Communi- LEO
households in the United States and by the end of topped
with a miniature ty Room of North Branch July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/2444g
this decade they are expected to reach 30 million. bride and
groom of Peoples Bank with
Shaking hands won't be
according to the American Council of Life In- statuette.
Maude Winchester, Hilda enough to insure an agreesurance.
Assisting with the Winchester, Jackie Win- ment, especially if money is
involved. Don't settle for less
than firm commitments.
VIRGO
Aug 23 to Sept. 22 I
— Videocassette Rentals —
Baptist Young Women Church met Monday,
You're very effective in
324-C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN
901-644-1003j of Poplar Spring Baptist Aug. 2, at 7 p.m. at the speech now, but unfortunate4
.
411•0•414)411.11p(H101=M1-0-1
0.,.
,6111
•
Murray-Calloway County ly, the other person may not
be paying attention. Don't
Park.
Lucretia Thompson waste your time.
directed the program on LIBRA
"About Prayer" taken Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Find a place where you can
from the April issue of
be by yourself to get imporContempo magazine on
tant work done. Concentrate
The Flower Was
on the facts and forget wishful
Already There."
thinking.
Ms. Thompson read the SCORPIO
ALL BOYS SHORT SLEEVED
prayer calendar and lOct.23 toNov. 21 I .rkeltc•
scripture and closed with
You're impressionable now
a group circle prayer.
and too inclined to follow the
Mary Bynum presided suggestions of others. It's a
BOY'S
and welcomed Vicki poor time to lend or borrow
BOY'S
BY MANES
.
a
Starks of Texas, a guest. money.
JEANS
n I
70 OFF Reports were given by SAGITTARRS
Carol Kelly and Wanda Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
MEN'S
In talks with higher-ups,
Morgan.
Announcements includ- clarify your objectives or else
WAIST SIZES 21 4220
ed New Officers Training a misunderstanding could
at Jonathan Creek on easily arise. Guard against erMEN'S SHORT SLEEVED
Sept. 11. New officers will roneous moves.
be voted on at September CAPRICORN
meeting which will be on (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Monday, Aug. 30, at home Don't place much stock in a
vague invitation that comes
ONE GROUP GIRLS
of Judy Stanfill.
RIG SLIM
now. If traveling, doubleOther members precheck reservations to avert
ODD SIZES & BROKEN LOTS
sent were Bonnie Byerly,
any possible mix-ups.
Tammy Gough, Paulette AQUARIUS
.ww.
Borders, Janice Stone, i Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) '''
ODD SIZES 8, BROKEN LOTS
ONE GROUP OF LADIES
Smother
}.a
I..roune I I a Smoth
man, Spend some extra time with
plln
Garrison.
your bookkeeping and be skepRose, Dortha Stub- tical about a friend's tip regarblefield, Marion Outland ding easy money. Avoid riskGOOD SELECTION OF BACK TO SCHOOL SHOES
and Martha Hale.
taking.
Members unable to at- PISCES
tend were La Rhea 1Feb.19toMar.20)
Stewart, Evelyn Phillips, Though a close tie
Thompson,Black,on 1.inda understands you, you'll have
to be more specific with others
Black,
k
Ke
ar
l leyn Borga rd ing, Caro l you deal with ti!_wv in order to
effective.
fu
Freida Adams, be yo
Judy Stanfill, Sonya
tioftN TODAY are irriHouston, Sonja Futrell, aginative,and sensitive. Your
Pam Cherry and Lisa empathy makes you a good
DOWNiutt14 ACROSS FROM THE BANK OF-MURRAY'
Polivick.
w
counselor, clergyman, or
R e f r e s h m e n t s of teacher You need to develop
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS •
watermelon salad and more push to make the most of
punch were served,
your abilities.

Driver education
courses reduce
traffic violations

Individual
Horoscope

MODELS FOR show of fashions from Corn-Austin Co. at meeting of Murray
Chapter of Professional Secretaries International(PSI)on Aug. 16 at University
Branch of Bank of Murray were, left to right, front row, Sheila Foster, All
Childress, Cathy Young, back row, Cathy Elias, Frankie McNutt, Claire Renton,
Judy Fitts, Vanessa Story and Sharon Fandrich, the latter buyer and coordinator for ladies fashions at Corn-Austin. Shoes were furnished by The Shoe
Tree.

Fluorescent light risk for cancer
LONDON AP — A
survey in Sydney.
Australia, found people
working under fluorescent light may run a
greater risk of contracting skin cancer than
those who don't, ac-

cording to the British
medical weekly The
Lancet.
Twice as many women
with malignant
melanoma — a form of
skin cancer — had worked under fluorescent

lights than those who had
not, the four-year survey
of tests reportedly showed.
The report said men
suffered an even greater
risk but gave no figures
or explanation why.

Factory Discoun
Shoes
We are Open
Sunday 1-6
for your shopping
convenience.
Famolare
Rubber Back

Sandals
Great For Beach
or Swimming Pool

Good Selection
Of Summer

Sale
Shoes
Final Clearance

$595

Men's Boots

Pro Keds

Acme Dingo Levi,
Texas, Durango

$24

Sizes 6' 2

Men s Lace Up 8

Work Boots
New Shipment of
Men's Leather

25
All leather

-13

New Shipment of

Work Boots
New Shipment $33

Men's Dress &
Casual Shoes
$

1 4-$ 1 6-$1 8

Ladies Casuals

995
Half Boots $25 Famolare$1
Women s Tennis
Men s Tennis
Men's Tennis
$25 Shoes
Shoes.
2895
Shoes
lordische Bata leather

loth& Main

$2795
Kangaroo leather

753-9419

Kangaroo leather A
Pony leather

Mon-Sot. 9-6

I

THE MOVIE STORE

'Church women meet

„BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIALS
SHIRTS

UNDERWEAR

112 PRICE
ZU

FASHION JEANS

$495

New Shipment
Ladies Leather

gar'

Sun. 1-6

%OFF

DRESS & SPORT SHIRTS 1/ 2 PRICE

1 /2 PRICE

JEANS

JEANS

vi61

1

2 PRICE

PRO-KED, CONVERSE
KANGAROOS, WRANGLER
& RED GOOSE

SETTLE-WORK MA
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Marshall Judge-Executive Miller to seek state post

n doctors, I hope you'll think this is worth printing
Thanks
DOCTORS WIVE

Dewy

Marshall Count)
Judge-Executive Mike
Miller will officially announce his candidacy for
the office of state
treasurer at a kick-off
rally tonight at the Kentucky Darn Village State
Park Convention Center,
Gilbertsville. The event is
scheduled to begin at 7:30
p.m.
Miller, currently serving his third term in Marshall County, has also
presided over the Kentucky Association of
Counties and the Association of Tennessee Valley
Counties.
•'This is something
we've been thinking
about for several months," stated Miller. "We
know this is a big state,
and this is a big step, but
we've decided the time is
now and we're ready to
get things in full gear
after tonight.
Miller stated that his
encouragement for seeking the one--term, fouryear state post has been
extremely high. "We
hope this is a good sign,"

DEAR WIFE: It is and I will. IP.S. Readers, if the
shoe pinches, see•podiatrist — at his office, please,1
DEAR ABB1. I'm a happily married woman with a
problem I've never iii-en in your column My husband wants
west dresses that air so low cut in hunt, half sny
breasts are exposed: (He buys all my clothes.)
I'm a little ashamed to reveal so much in public, but I
want to please my husband.
Abby, why would a man want his wife to show the world
what she has?
'LOW-CUT LOIS

inc to

By Abigail Van Buren

Doctor's Wife Seeks Cure
For Freeloading Neighbors

DEAR LOIS: Because he wants to show the world
what he has!

DEAR ABBY: My husband is a pediatrician. Please,
Abby, let me use your column to tell all the people who think
they can bring their sick children to our house any time of
the day or night that from now on they will be getting a bill
just as though they had brought their child to my husband's
office.
Yesterday, we were having a peaceful family breakfast
when our next-door neighbor came knocking at our door
with his sick son.(They have their own doctor, but could my
husband just "take a peek- at the boy to see if he was sick?)
First of all, I resented having our breakfast interrupted.
wasn't even dressed yet!) Second of all, why don't they call
their own doctor at his office'? It was not an emergency, but
if it were, the child should be taken to the emergency room of
a hospital — not to our house. My husband should not have
to be responsible for a child's health unless it's in a medical
setting.
My husband is a tweet, dedicated, competent professional
who works like a horse holidays and weekends. Please give
him a break.
Abby, in this day and age when most people are so down

Prices Good 8-19
Thru 8-25

Win:ooper
:inney

Jal

DEAR ABBY: I've known people with some strange
peculiarities, but this one has ice floored.
A very good friend of mine, a woman in her 70s.
occasionally borrows money from me. She always repays
me promptly, but get this:
We are sitting in my car and she asks for a loan. I take the
money out of my wallet and try to hand it to her. Does she
accept it? She does not! She says, "Put the money on the
floor — I'll get it!"
Now get this, Abby. There's not a soul in sight.
What could be the reason for this strange behavior'?
HARRY IN ROCHESTER
DEAR HARRY: The lady obviously wants to be
absolutely certain nobody sees her taking money
from a gentleman.(When she pays you back, does she
go through the same maneuver? It could be even more
incriminating to be seen giving money to a gentleman.)
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With 515.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
A Chicken Special

FREE Crest
Hide Part legato

JUICE

150:

Hyde Park Stewed

TOMATOES

FLOUR
S.S0111
PEACHES

Crete Cue

Hyde Park Bartlett

irres Net Col Creea

PEARS

BEANS

17u
/702

Grms fiat Truck
Style iron

COCKTAIL
Hyde Park

BEANS

Haloes or slices

Bakes 411112

PEACHES

WAITERS

Skowloaat 155'

Crest Bust

PORK N BEANS

CORN

S Choice fore

TOOTHPASTE
Lilly s VIellee

QUARTERS

SAUSAGE

feet 50601k dtg

Pastry Ova Bread

MIX

N
//o:

2189c

Lays

QUARTERS

flavors Potato

CHIPS

SIDES

RIBEYE
STEAK

CHICKEN
BREASTS

Lb

Corned

BELT

lb

'429 STRIP.

S429
BEEF
'2"

BHT
RIBS
Owen 's

Field's 120!. pkg.

Best 880

PRO LEAGUERS
lb
FIN/dill.

Emge American
$939
L

BOLOGNA

Lb.

LETTUCE

lb $
2
"

USNo. 1 Red

POTATOES

lb $4
"

POTATOES

lb $129

California

ggc

NECTARINES
Carden Delicious

APPLES

"
Lb $1

4

I

MY TWO CET ONE FREE

49C & 59c

:Pantry Oven Hamburger
h Hot Dog

BUNS

8Pk
BUY TWO GET ONE FREE
5 lbs 79C 7ountry Oven Brown S Serve

ROLLS

New Crop Sweet

Economy Ground 3-4 lb pkg

Owen 's Best 80

$ 7 98

Fancy Head

U.S. Choice New York

Owen s Best Peppered

10-12 lb. Avg.

PRODUCE

U.S. Choice Sirloin

STEAK

SIRLOIN TIPS

Lb.

MEATS
lb $
429

U.S. Choice
Whole Boneless

$729

$498

It $1
"

Cut I Nrappped
Free US Choice

T-BONE
STEAK
011

$219

S Choice Ihne

Hefty Soper Weight Trask

BAGS
12a: 59C

It $1
"

LOINS

Grade 'A'

DELI
---Owerfs Best Dell Rost

CHEESE

Crest

U.S. Choice

$229

BEEF

FREEZER 811f
SALE

ME Cal winces
MrOUTF Dials MO
liOuPIED CfirolOri
Mut ml, WOO, Si 52

U.S. Choice

Lb.

Bfff
Owen s Hest

Buy 2. Get 2 FREE OFFER
Buy I= 6 4 az two ag
pot Imo coupons lot lose
Gest 64 az by mai

l6 oz
NH.

CORN.

Irk Park frail

21,
ggc
2189c
2189c
2189c
k I

SAUCE

Cold Medal
Plano or Sell Rising
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Ritter Tomato glass pack

It,
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181/2 oz.

With 51.5.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
Chicken Special
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RICKMAN & NORS WORTHY

Duncan Hines
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Good for decks, siding and docks.
We are about to order a load of
cypress and you can save by preordering your material.

NEW STORE HRS
Mon.-Thurs.
8-/
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

All Three
With S45.00
Order

PEPSI COLA

EGGS

rri4

1149
may not
promise.
st speak
your ob-

boards and 7, filming

We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town.

pc

toward the office we've
decided upon,- Miller added
Besides. If you
can't get things rolling at
home you're going to
have difficulties
elsewhere too."
Atcording to Miller.
Marshall County's Fiscal
Court has agreed to cover
his local position while he
devotes the time and
energies necessary to
pursuing the state office.

CYPRESS
LUMBER

/co-vsn
owl
em
cocl.M
lchwit

Bonus Special wilt'
51550 0(oef

20, 1982
.11 tomerwhat the
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gn,

he said As president of
the Kentucky Counties
Association. Miller has
had the opportunity to
travel the state meeting
with high-ranking officials throughout the
'Bluegrass'
Miller recently returned from Washington
where he met with President Ronald Reagan
-Tonight's kick-off dinner will get us started

C
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69c
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Country Oven Angel food
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Paducah seeking new chamber head

by Lochie Hort

l he Paducah Area
Chamber of ConuOrce
started as search Aug 11
for a new executive director The search committee met Monday to
William T (Bill Parker, discuss the requirements
dentist of Paducah, for the position and to
featured with his boat plan the search program.
and what a boat He It was the unanimous
graduated from Murray decision of the committee
High School in 1961 in the not to restrict the apclass with some of my plicants to those who
specials which includes 'have previosly worked
my daughter As their for Chambers of Comsponsor this was one of merce Procedures were
the best years of my also established to protect the confidentiality of
teaching
applications submitted.

Quick action by postal department
I now realize for sure
that a letter in the Murray Ledger & Times is
widely read and gets
results
You may remember
the one addressed to the
Postmaster General in
Washington, D.C. It questioned the poor mail
delivery service between
here and Houston, Texas;
the moving of the
downtown postoffice to
Chestnut Street; and the
sending of local mail to
Paducah for postmarking.
Was I surprised to read
the news in the local
paper three days later
that a branch postoffice is
to be established on the

square in The Book Mark
This week two letters
written in Murray one
day, postmarked Murray, were delivered to me
the next day Last Thursday I mailed a letter to
Houston It was delivered
24 hours later Today I
received a letter
postmarked in Houston 48
hours ago
I never doubted that it
pays to advertise and
especially locally, but I'll
have to confess that the
downtown branch postofflee project has been in
the works for several
months
The Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce
Volunteer Group headed

by Dr. William Parsons,
the Murray Woman's
Club headed by Marjorie
Dunn, civic chairman,
Neva Grey Aflbritten and
Max Hurt have been using the addage, "It is the
squeaking wheel that gets
the grease " These
organizations have met
with district and regional
postoffice officials, told
their story and presented
petitions for downtown
service.
Regardless of who or
what prompted this improved service, I am
grateful. Thank you, Mr
Postmaster General.
• • •
Saw on Paducah
Television last night Dr.

Clay Zerby.. president
of the Chamber and
chairman of the search
committee, will be the
person to whom applications will be directed
Zerby said, -Selection of
the new executive director is a very important
step for the Chamber and
the community Although
Chamber activites have
had considerable breadth
and scope in the past, the
demands on this
organization are expected to increase contunuously. For that
reason, we want to take

sufficient time to find to
the right person to provide the initiative and
leadership required to

Well testing scheduled

AP
INEZ. Ky. .
—
Water wells were
scheduled for contaminanon testing Thursday
along Wolf Creek, where
a flash flood forced
evacuation of about Martin County residents,
state disaster officials
said Wednesday
Rev Compton. area
coordinator for the state
Division of Disaster and
Lags may be obtained at Emergency Services,
the county clerk's office
said an estimate of
damage from Monday's
The tags cost $25 in ad- flood might be completed
dition to the regular fee of Friday.
113.50 and will be shipped
In Frankfort, the agento the county clerks' of- cy's spokeswoman said
fices in early December.
some residents would be

Deadline nearing for personalized licenses
FRANKFORT, Ky
The deadline for
ordering 1983 personalized license plates is Sept.1,
state Transportation
Cabinet officials said
Wednesday
The personalized tags
AP -

may contain any CUMbination of six letters
and-or numbers, as long
as the combination does
not duplicate other
license plates or offend
public decency.
Applications for the

serve our community in
the growing and dynamic
future we expect for the
Paducah area "

able to return to their
homes Wednesday rught,
while others remained
with friends and
relatives
Flood damage was
"mostly a lot of mud and
debris." Terra Barnette
said, but six bridges, one
mobile home and a house
were destroyed.
Twelve houses and
several vehicles were
damaged, but there were
no injuries,shesaid.
Hardest hit by the
flooding was the Pigeon
Roost area, 10 miles east
of Inez near the
Kentucky-West Virginia
border.

Snyder§
OUR FAMOUS LABELS GO UNDERCOVER
OLGA®

BALI®

$12.00

$14.50

$13.50

No. 2012 Lustre stain cup
underwire bra in white or
beige B&C. $12.10111. D
cup. $13.041.

No. 1860 "Self Indulgence" bra in beige.
Sizes B & C. $14.11. D,
$16.1141.

No. 180 "Flower Bali"
bra, in white or beige. B &
C, $13.1111. D. $14.60.
DO,$16.66.

VANITY FAIR®

$13.50

$13.00

$14.50

No. 345 "No Seam Padded Bodysilk" bra in white
or beige

No. 313 Olgalon Luxury
Collection, underwire bra
in white. B & C, $13.611 D,
$14.116

No. 310 Olgaion Luxury
Collection, padded bra
with nylon lace. White or
naturelle.

MAIDENFORM°

$12.50

$11.50

No. 75-278 Underglows
Decolletage. underwire
contour bra. White, beige
or navy. A, B, C, $12.641.
D. $13.66.

No. 72-278 Undergiows
Contour Bra in white,
beige or navy.

$13.50
No 75-100 French Flirts
Underwire Bra in white or
black. A, B, C, $13.541. D,
814.66.

$11.00

$13.50

No. 3070 Body Shimmers
Contour Bra in white or
beige

No. 6887 Sweet Nothings
front closure Demi-Bra,
satin lace. White, beige,
black.

$14.00
No. 7319 Chantilly Underwire Bra in white or beige.
B, C, $14.111.D, MAC

PLAYTEX@

WARNER®

$15.00

$10.00

$12.50

No. 1256 "No Exaueration" minimizing underwire in white or beige C.
D. SHIM.DD, MAC

No 1035 "Super Cross'
Support Stretch Bra in
white or beige

$13.00

No. 1281 "Touch of
Gloss" seamless padded
front closure. White or
beige.

$11.50

$10.00

No. 707 Support Can Be
Beautiful Underwire
Seamless bra with tricot
cups B. C, $13.66. D,
$14.6111. DO, $16.11111.

No. 159 CrIss-Cross
Front bra with criss-cross
front, adlustable straps. D
cup. $12.1141.

No. 925 Cross Your Heart
Bra with fiberfill tricot
cups.

SHOP SNYDER'S MON. THRU SAT. 10 A.M.'DI 9 P.M.;
SUNDAY 12-5 P.M. KENTUCKY OAKS MALL.
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Two physicians charged with murder following patient's refusal to die
LOS ANGELES i AP
- Two doctors have been
charged with murder for
allegedly starving a
brain-damaged patient
who did not die after being taken off a respirator.
•'This is far removed
from the proper practice
of medicine,' District Attorney John Van de
Kamp said Wednesday
after filing charges of
murder and conspiracy to
commit murder against
Dr Robert Joseph Nejdl,
56, of Long Beach, and
Dr Neil Leonard Barber,

49, of Rancho Palos
Verdes
They followed a
course designed to take a
person's life. That's
murder." Van de Kamp
said.
Nejdl is a surgeon and
Barber is an internist at
the Kaiser Pemianente
Medical Center in Harbor
City.
The two physicians
were charged in the Sept.
6, 1981, death of Clarence
LeRoy Herbert, 55, of
Carson. Herbert had suffered brain damage when

hodid not recvt e enough
oxygen in the hospital's
recovery room after intestinal surgerj. Aug 26,
1981.
- Mr. Herbert was
revived in that the got
his heart going and got
him breathing, but he
lapsed into a coma and
was diagnosed as having
severe brain damage,"
said district attorney's
spokesman Al Albergate.
Three days later, his
family gave Barber written permission to disconnect Herbert from the

respirator that was keeping him alive.
However, Albergate
said, Herbert • •continued
to breath and remained in
stable condition."
On Aug 31, Albergate
said, the doctors without the family's permission - ordered the
removal of tubes supplying Herbert with food and
water, denied him any
further medication and
had him moved from the
intensive-care unit to a
private room.
Herbert died six days

later
'The causes of death
were dehydration, starvation, pneumonia and
softening of the brain due
to lack of oxygen:.
Albergate said.
The charges do not indicate whether the brain
damage was a result of
lack of oxygen in the
recovery room or after
Herbert was removed
from the respirator.
Nejdl surrendered at
Los Angeles Municipal
Court in San Pedro
Wednesday afternoon_

has
His arraignment was Herbert s brain had died, said the hospital
been advised not to
postponed until Sept. 14 to Albergate said
coincide with arraignJanice Seib, discuss the case because
ment for Barber, who is spokeswoman for Kaiser of the legal issues "
out of the country
Nejdl was released on
Honeywell, but not
MINNEAPOLIS
his own recognizance
AP
The judge issued a bench - Despite high enough are being trained
warrant for Barber, but unemployment in the na- for the future
Of the 200,000 new jobs
placed a hold on the war- tion, the electronics inrant until the Sept 14 dustry is having difficulty that will be available for
filling jobs with skilled electronics engineers and
court date
Nejdl declined to men and women, ac- computer scientists betIn industry ween now and 1985,
answer reporters' ques- cording to'
Nomura says. only 70,000
source
tions about the case.
Not only are qualified persons capable of filling
The district attorney's
office disagreed with the people running short. those jobs will be
doctors' diagnosis that says Dr Carl Nomura of graduated

Jobs plentiful in electronics field
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,, Lacoste®
Junior Shirt
Chaus
Silkachine

25% off
Reg. 17.00
Save on this short sleeve basic
shirt in navy, kelly, red, white,
yellow, pink, light blue, eggplant,
burgundy. Sizes S-M-L
JUNIOR VIEW

24.90
Reg. 34.00
Save now on this luxurious blouse
;n beautiful fall colors with contrasting black bow. Ivory, plum,
teal, scarlet. Sizes 6-16.
SPORTSWEAR

Luxury
bra
mite or

•

.
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Counterparts
French Canvas Pant

29.90

Reg. 36.00
Handsome 100% polyester
French canvas in pocketed style,
front pleats, belt. Basic and
fashion colors Navy, tan, black,
teal
SPORTSWEAR

Wool Shetland
Sweater

14.90

Reg. 18.00
The popular crew neck sweater
that is a must for your fall wardrobe. Choose from navy, grey,
blue, camel or pink. Sizes S-M-L
SPORTSWEAR
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- SHOP SNYDER'SIAON. THRU SAT. 10 A.M.'TIL 9 P.M.
SHOP SUNDAY 12 'TIL 5 P.M. — KENTUCKY OAKS MALL

*,

14.90

Reg. 17.00-21.00
Choose from an assortment of
plaids, stripes and handsome solid
colors. Sizes 8-18
SPORTSWEAR
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Lone Ranger days visit MSU pair
By JIM RECTOR
football players with
Sports Editor
somewhat unique situaIf y ou've ever felt like tions
the Lone Ranger you can
Moreland, a senior, is
sympathize with the the sole surviving,
plights of Ellery healthy tailback in the
Moreland and Tonuny Racers preseason camp.
Workman
Workman, a freshman
Both are Murray State from Calloway County

SIDELINED — Former Calloway County High
standout Tommy Workman was limited to sideline
duty, Wednesday, after suffering a dislocated elbow
in Tuesday's practice.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

High School is one of the
first casualties sidelined
since the team went to
hitting drills Tuesday.
Both discussed their
futures during Wednesday's MSU press day activities.
"I feel great this year.
Nothing's bothering me. I
worked out hard over the
summer ... gained 10
pounds, and it's helped
me a lot," said Moreland.
Playing in the shadow
of a slew of rushers last
year, Moreland contributed only 69 yards on
eight carries to the team
which finished sixth in
the nation in rushing.
This year with Nick
Nance and Danny Lee
Johnson graduated, along
with Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Player
of the Year quarterback
Gino Gibbs, Moreland
will be called on to carry
a heavy load especially if
sophomore utility back
Marcus Moss remains
hampered by a nagging
ankle injury.
Wednesday Moreland
and junior Monzelle Jefferson along with
freshman Dennis
Dockery from Memphis
spent most of the scrimmage alternating among
the various units.
Moreland finished the
day with 62 yards on 17
carries including a four-

yard touchdown and Jefferson, playing with an
injured wrist; rushed six
times for 46 yards.
In the spring, Jeff Mays
looked promising as a
backfield dazzler, but
knee surgery wrote a redshirt ticket this fall for
the junior tailback from
Fulton County. Tony
Moore, a Louisville
recruit who looked good
in the early drills, may
also go the surgery route
after suffering a knee injury this week.
So how does the
absence of healthy competition affect
Moreland's game?
"I just worry about the
material things right now
— getting plays down, executing and doing my job
— and everything else
will take care of itself.
When I get the ball I stay
low and run like I'm
scared," Moreland said.
Then he added, "But I'm
really running with more
confidence."
Workman, on the other
hand, won't be running at
all for a little while — at
least not until his elbow is
out of a sling.
In the first day of pads,
Tuesday. Workman suffered a freak elbow
dislocation when he
thrust out his left arm to
break his fall during a
tackling drill. The elbow
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bent backwards when
Workman continued over
his tackler.
At first I thought it
was broken," the rookie
fullback said, "and I was
thinking,'Oh no. Six months in a cast."'
But fortune was smiling on Workman in one
respect as the injury
wasn't quite as bad as it
could have been.
The ever-optimistic
youngster from CCHS
looks at the bright side of
his ordeal, "At least it
happened early this year
and I'll have time to get
back before the season
really begins. Before it
happened I felt like I was
doing pretty good.
"There's some tremendous football players out
here, but I think I can
compete with them,"
Workman said.
Last year Workman
rushed for over 1,000
yards as the Lakers
fullback. Since then he's
added 20 pounds of solid
muscle and he still ran 40yards in 4.8 seconds at the
start of fall practice.
Going from being a big
fish in a small pond to being an average fish in a
big pond is quite an adjustment for the
freshman players, but
Workman says he is adjusting better because he
prepared himself mentally beforehand.
"In my mind I was
already looking for starting at the bottom instead
of at the top. Physicalwise I feel I am at their
level, though," Workman
said.
The sling will remain
on Workman's arm for a
week or so, then a period
of rehabilitation and
weightlifting will follow.
The rookie runner may be
returning to action by as
soon as three weeks.

Pigskin
Preview
A preseason football
roundup of the Murray
State Racers,
Calloway County
Lakers and Murray
High Tigers is
featured in today's
special section —
Pigskin Preview,

.1.29
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LEG TRAP — Defensive tackle Donnie Wilson (671 gets a grip on tailback
Ellery Moreland during Wednesday's Murray State intersquad scrimmage. The
workout concluded MSU's press day activities on the practice field behind Rty
Stewart Stadium.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

McEnroe returns to old form
MASON, Ohio (AP)
When it comes to U.S.
Open, John McEnroe is a
realist.
"The bottom line is you
have to play well to win
the tournament and you
have to beat the top
guys," the three-time
defending champion says
of America's premiere
tennis event, which
begins in two weeks.
•
And McEnroe is playing well again.
He needed only 67
minutes Wednesday night
to crush Russell Simpson
of New Zealand 6-1, 6-3
and advance to the third
round of the $300,000 ATP
Championships.

"There's times my
volley is not as firm as it
should be. I have a
tendency to get lazy on
my volleys. But I feel like
I'm moving well."
The top seeds are keeping pace with McEnroe at
the ATP, played at the
Jack Nicklaus Sports
Center on hard courts
similar to those at the
U.S. Open.
Second-seeded Jimmy
Connors stopped Phil
Dent of Australia 6-1, 6-4;
No. 3 Ivan Lend! of
Czechoslovakia
eliminated Ramesh
Krishnan of India 6-4, 6-2;
No. 4 Vitas Gerulaitis
ousted former
Wimbledon champion
"I hit the ball more Stan Smith 7-5, 6-1, and
solid today," McEnroe No. 5 Gene Mayer
said after limiting Simp- defeated Hans Simonsson
son to just seven points in of Sweden 7-6, 5-7,,8-1.
the first set. "All in all,
In third-round matches
it's an improvement over today, the pairings were:
yesterday i Tuesday
McEnroe against No. 10
Still, the world's No. 1 Raul Ramirez of Mexico;
player wasn't satisfied.
Connors against No. 9
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Brian Teacher, a 6-1, 6-1
winner over Stanislov
Birnerof
Czechoslovakia; Lendl
against No. 15 Brian Gottfried, who stopped Pat
DuPre 6-2, 8-3; Gerulaitis
against No. 16 Hank
Pfister, a 6-3, 6-2 victor
over Christophe RogerVasselin of France; and
Mayer against Tim
Gullickson, who stopped
Victor Amaya 6-1,6-I.
Lendl wasn't as pleased
as McEnroe after
Wednesday's play.
"I wasn't pleased with
my serve, I wasn't pleased with my footwork and
I wasn't pleased with my
passing shot," he said.
In the second set, Lendl
was awesome, passing
Krishnan everytirne he
dared venture close to the
net. In the seventh game,
Lendl held double match
point at 15-40 when he was
long with a backhand service return, then slammed a tremendous
forehand down the line.
Lentil became upset
when the forehand was
called out, evening the
score at deuce. On
Krishnan's next two
serves, Lendl just stood
at his baseline and watched them sail past.
"I just guessed badly,"
he said later.
He then closed out the
set on his own serve, losing just one point.
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Kuhn: No intentions ofresigning
By NORM CLARKE
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO ( AP) —
Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn, his 14-year
reign imperiled by growing opposition, says he
refuses to walk away
from a good fight.
•'I have no intention of
resigning," Kuhn said
Wednesday after
baseball's summer
meetings were adjourned
without settling the issue
of his re-election.
A special meeting was
scheduled Nov. Ito settle
the matter after the
American League voted
11-3 for a postponement
and the National League
approved it by a 7-5
margin.
An attempt by at least
three dissident National
League clubs bogged
down into a stalemate
that failed to produce
compromises necessary
to assure Kuhn of a third

consecutive term in office.
Appearing at a news
conference. Kuhn, 57,
said he was "somewhat
disappointed it couldn't
be resolved successfully"
but added, "I could hardly call it a no-confidence
vote."
"In terms of victory or
defeat, I would have to
put it down as neutral,"
said Kuhn, who took the
office in 1969 as a replacement for the late Gen.
William Eckert. Kuhn's
second seven-year term
ends Aug. 1, 1983.
Asked if he was considering resignation as a
means of ending the impasse, Kuhn replied,
"This looks like a good
fight and not the kind of
thing I would considering
walking away from."
Adjournment came
after late-night lobbying
that carried into Wednesday and a day of tense
closed door sessions.

- We couldn't even
make a decision on making a decision," said Eddie Einhorn, president of
the Chicago White Sox
and a member of the proKuhn camp
Said Kuhn,"Baseball is
a complicated game full
of complicated people."
When adjournment
finally came, reaction
from the owners was mixed.
"Bowie's got some real
soul-searching to do.
What's going on is tearing
baseball apart," said
George Steinbrenner,
owner of the New York
Yankees and a past critic
of the commissioner.
"It the deadlock) certainly didn't help him,"
said Roy Eisenhardt, the
Oakland A's president
and a Kuhn backer.
"I think he's going to
weather it," predicted
Ballard Smith, president
of the San Diego Padres

San Diego skipper says Cords
may ride pitching to pennant
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ST. LOUIS(AP) — San
Diego Manager Dick
Williams says the St.
Louis Cardinals may yet
ride unheralded pitching
to a title in the National
League East.
"From what I've seen,
I think St. Louis is the
best ballclub," said
Williams in a sizeup
following a 2-1 victory
Wednesday night by the
Cardinals over his
Padres. "I hope they win,
because I like (Whitey I
Herzog."

down the Padres on six
hits through eight innings. When the curveballing veteran faltered in
the ninth, Bruce Sutter
came on to record the
final three outs and
register his 25th save.
Sutter, the NL's
premier reliever since
1978, extended.his string
of score)ess innings to 13
2-3 over nine appearances
while nailing down St.
Louis' fifth straight
triumph.
"I just had to relax and
As in any title chase, let my pitches do their
said Williams, a stuff," said Sutter, who
showdown anticipated by has rebounded imexperts between St. Louis pressively in recent
and the Philadelphia weeks from a midseason
Phillies will come down slump. "The more I tried
to make the ball break,
to which pitches best.
the less it would."
"Certainly, from what
Sutter's split-fingered
we've seen of it, they've fastballs were needed
been tough," said the San after Forsch, the
Diego pilot in respect to possessor of a 9-3 lifetime
the hurling of the Cards. record against the
"We are concerned most- Padres, surrendered a
ly by what we're doing, leadoff double to Terry
but I'd like to see Whitey Kennedy in the ninth.
win it."
The San Diego catcher
Williams' words of made it to third base on a
praise stemmed, of Forsch wild pitch. After
course, from a look at St. the Cards starter
Louis pitching at its near departed, Kennedy made
best.
it home on Luis Salazar's
Right-hander Bob one-out double.
Forsch, 12-7, mowed
"I think our pitching's

better than the guys they
replaced," said Herzog,
the St. Louis manager, in
reference to a staff he
juggled ahead of the 1982
campaign.
"We've just got a good
bunch of guys here," said
Forsch. "Everybody's
aggressive. 'Nobody gets
down on themselves.
We've got some really
good young arms on this
ballclub."
As it turned out,
Forsch's pitching formed
only half the winning formula as the Cards maintained their two-game advantage in an NL race
which is beginning to heat
up.
The tall hurler also
doubled to ignite a tworun uprising by his team
in the third inning. He
scored on Tommy Herr's
double over the third base
bag, and Lonnie Smith
doubled home Herr with
the winning run.
It was St. Louis' eighth
success in its last nine
games, leaving Forsch
optimistic.
"When you are in first
place, naturally you want
to stay there," he said.
"Every game we win
makes it (title) a little bit
closer."

and another pro-Kuhn activist
The regularly
scheduled joint meeting
of all 26 major league
clubs Wednesday morning was delayed by an
hour when nine looselyaligned Kuhn antagonists
held a strategy session.
The original group of
three National League
dissidents from the New
York Mets, Houston
Astros and St. Louis were
joined by the Atlanta
Braves, Cincinnati Reds,
Chicago Cubs, Seattle
Mariners, Texas Rangers
and New York Yankees.
At one point, Frank
Cashen, the Mets'
general manager, told a
reporter, "Obviously,
they don't have enough
votes to re-elect him
( Kuhn), so they're going
for a compromise."
At issue in the compromise were the duties
and powers of a superadrninistrator proposed
under restructuring and
charged essentially with
handling the growing
complexities of
baseball's business.
"The main issue was
the hiring of an additional
person to handle business
affairs in the commissioner's office," said AL
President Lee MacPhail.
At the news conference,
Kuhn said he has long endorsed the idea of a
special business manager
for baseball, but said he
would have to be subordinate to the commis-

"This is a good course for
me. I've played well here
the last couple of years."
Kite, who was the
leading tour money winner last year after
finishing among the top
10 in 21 of the 26 tournaments he entered, is a
proven tough finisher.
The 5-foot-8'1 Texan
came from six strokes
back in the Bay Hill
Classic at -Orlando, Fla.,
In March, then defeated
Jack Nicklaus and Denis
Watson in a playoff for
his only victory this year.
Warwick Hills, a 7,001yard, par-72 layout, is
perfectly suited to Kite's
game. The University of

sioner
''The pyramid has got
to stop with somebody,"
said Kuhn, adding that
"baseball has never
needed a strong commissioner more than we need
it today "
While waiting for a verdict to return, Kuhn said
he spent long hours in the
swte of his seaside resort
hotel 'staying on the
balcony looking at the
sea."
While a 10-member
committee, formed
Wednesday afternoon to
seek compromise on
Kuhn's re-election, failed
this time, National
League President Chub
Feeney said, "the committee could be resurrected in a half hour."
"We're going to have
people working to resolve
this issue. We're not going to sit on it until Nov.
1," Feeney said.
After the adjournment.
Steinbrenner said Kuhn
"has a big problem. I
don't envy him at all. I'm
not taking sides, but its
important that we get on
with baseball. We can't
do it until get this resolved."
Smith suggested the
problem was "archaic
voting rules" that permit
four clubs to "hold the
other 22 hostage." He was
referring to the current
structure which requires
a three-quarters majority
in each league to pass
issues such as the commissioner's re-election.
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Texas product is not a
particularly long driver,
but he is a deadly iron
player.
Last year, Kite finished
in a three-way tie for
eighth at 9-under 279.
Hale Irwin won the
$63,000 first prize last
year — the same amount
that will be given this
year — in a playoff with
Peter Jacobsen, Gil
Morgan and Bobby
Clampett. All four finished the regulation 72 holes
at 11-under 277— just two
strokes better than Kite.
Calvin Peete almost
had to withdraw because
of a sore knee
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Forgotten golfer Kite looks
for new life in Buick Open
GRAND BLANC, Mich.
(AP) — Tom Kite has
become golf's forgotten
man since his last victory, back in March.
However, Kite always
has played well at Warwick Hills Golf and Country Club and he feels a
fast start in this year's
$350,000 Buick Open,
scheduled to begin today,
would put him in good
shape for a return to the
winner's circle.
"The Buick Open frequently turns into a
shootout in the last round,
so it's important to be up
around the leaders early
— and stay there," Kite
explained Wednesday.
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Planned bridalhood.
Anxious to make the right arrangements for your
wedding/
Engaged Girl call As WELCOME WAGON
Representative. I have some lovely free gifts useful
suggestions and helpful tips from a wide range of
wedding professionals
And I m as close as your telephone
Plan to call soon
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Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostesses
Ingeborg King (Asst.) 492-8348
Mary Hamilton (Asst.) 753-5570
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Enjoy all the action of the new football and Fall TV season with
a vivid color picture—at low cost! Replace your indoor or wornout outdoor antenna with our SuperColor and see the sharp
picture and brilliant color your set was designed to deliver—
improves black-and-white TV and FM reception, too. Wide-swept
60° elements pull in maximum available signal on every station
within range. Gold Alodized' finish fights corrosion. Preassembled—install it yourself and save' #15-1710

3 ANTENNAS IN 1
VHF • UHF • FM
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Ideal for lectures or personal memos— built-in
mike and Auto-Level recording make it easy'
Runs on AC, batteries or car/boat DC power
LED battery/record indicator. tape counter
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CTR-37 by Realistic

Pocket big savings on this rugged portable and
hear music. news and sports anywhere' Slide•
rule tuning dial, 2'/2"- speakef. built-in AM and
telescopic FM antennas With earphone and
vvrst strap #12 534

GRADUATE
TO AN
$8,000 BONUS.

A otv•SiON OF TANDY DORPOPATION

High school seniors and graduates can now
join Today's Army for 4 years and an $8,000
bonus. Many specialties are included, from
learning to drive the Army's M-1 Tank to electronic morse code interceptor.
Also, there's the personal satisfaction that
comes from doing a tough job well plus the added maturity and self-confidence you'll enjoy.
And the chance to earn up to $20,100 additional
for college under the "Army College Fund."
To find out how you can qualify for the $8,000
bonus, and other benefits, contact your local
Army Recruiter. Call Paris, Tn: 644-9021

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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1982 Calloway County High School Lakers

attend Friday night's game

Calloway County
hosts
Fulton County
at Laker Stadium
8 p.m.
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401 Olive - 753-5312
"All The Way Lakers"

Kentucky Farm Bureau
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Home 8. Form Owners-life-Auto
Commercial-Blue Cross
Agents
Terry Sr
fiery T. Breech
310 S. 4th
Murray Ky. 42071
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Mon.-Sat. 9-9
641 N. Central Center
Sun. 12-6 759-9995

Save 1 700
5 Subject Theme
Book
•St.
•No
'Peg 2 23

wirebound
notebook

Cordless Pencil

Sharpener
•includes pencil
*Sharpens autorrid
*No 4420
Save 3 94

Flex Arm Desk
Lamp
•5 Shade .Weighted
base •Ivory color
•No 9915 *Reg 21 77

Save 421

Mens Sport Oxford
•Nyion uocers
split leather tr..
*Padded collar
_*Cushion insole
•Longwearing rubber
sole
•mens size 7-12
•Pe 16 84

52•00
•Reg

General Electric LED Programable Clock Radio
•A new kind of clock radio made Possible by
microprocessor technology 'Key board entry of time
and radio frequency 'Set and foTget operation
•Memory to! radio stations 'Walnut grain finish
•No 7-4800

84

3•94

Save 1.00

Portable Table-Top Ironing Board
*Compact size is easy to store
•Plostic tip legs
•Teflon cover, and foam pod
*No. 1955 *Reg 4.94

Save 19%
TDK 90 Minute
Cassette Tapes -2 Pak

Terrific Savings'
Slide Rule
Calculator

*Low nose •rfign
•hle DC901U2 •Fieg 4 4 "3

•Save 1 10
Over the Door Utility
Hooks
•chrome plated 'Brackets &

•Marr, boria 5 v
ludei •11C

Wash
Cloth

6 deluxe hooks for greater
capacity •No 2400W

4.84,94

Special Selection

Everyday Low Price
General Electric

Mini Cassette
Recorder

White Muslin Sheets

•50% Colton 50% Polyester
Standard Pillow Case Reg
Full Size Sheet Reg
Queen Size Sheet Reg

2 96
4.86
8.46

Save 10.00

Panasonic Micro
Cassette Recorder

•Capstan drive •1 Speed
•Built-in condensor mic
•Pause control *Rechargeable
•No RN120 *Reg 59 94

Pot Holders
Spec iol Selection

211e00
Get In On
These BackTo-College
Specials!
Everyday Low Price
Wicker Hamper

Save 6.89
5 Shelf
Etagere

•20.12,24 Inch •La,_,
padded tOp

• .'ly molded plastic
1.60 Inches
• s.' ie almond or brown
•Assembies without tools
• o 5051 5053 and
5054 *Reg 26 86

Everyday Low Price'
General Electric
AM/FM Radio
• Ceramic magnet speaker

. Coast Bar
Soap - 5
Ounce
•L.rmt 2

• .)ntinuous tone control
•i%Ltornalic AC/DC Switching

42C
Ladies Choice
Super Dry Solid
Deordant

•2 Ounce •l'
unscented
imit 2 wilf,
this COuDOn

*Expires 8-22-82

1.63
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Sani Flush
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Cleaner
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Mansion costs rising
I.:plastering -seems 01
FRANK!. Liki . Is'.
API — It's going to cost awful high figure
the state much more than Beauchamp said "it expected to repair and Just a bag Job
The nails in joists were
renovate the governor's
not heavy enough.
mansion.
By the most up-to-date Beauchamp said, and
account, the estimate is its a miracle the ceiling
approaching 94 million - didn't fall before."
Will the mansion be
or double the projection
of a year ago.
ready for the next goverThat figure was men- nor?" asked Rep. Art
tioned Wednesday by Schmidt, R-Cold Spring.
Rep. Virgil Pearman, 0No question of that,"
Radcliff, of the Capital Beauchamp said.
Construction and EquipIn fact, he added, if all
ment Purchase Oversight goes well, the limestone
Committee, and was not building across from the
challenged by Finance Capitol will be ready for
Department officials.
occupancy in February.
They said in a
That would enable Gov.
memorandum to the and Mrs.
John Y. Brown
panel that the "authoriz- Jr. to
move back before
ed cost of the mansion his term
ends in
renovation project is December.
They now live
$2,560,300," which does in their
Cave Hill mannot include private funds. sion at
Lexington.
In June 1981, George
The target date menAtkins, then finance tioned by
Beauchamp two
secretary, made a $2 months
ago was next
million estimate, with Christ
mas and the
half to be paid from a plaster
crisis apparently
fund drive by Save the is causing
the delay.
Mansion Inc. headed by
Beauchamp said he has
Phyllis Brown, the first
surveyed costs of
lady.
The $1 million private renovating governor's
contribution, to be used mansions in other
for interior decoration southeastern states and
and furnishings, almost that Kentucky's final
has been raised. Mean- figure would not be out of
time, the renovation costs line with expenses
reported elsewhere for
have risen sharply.
The latest additional similar work.
On another matter, the
expenditure is $150,000
for plastering ceilings on legislators heard a runtwo floors in what Clark down by Commerce
Beauchamp, the state's Secretary Bruce
facilities management Lunsford on the disposicommissioner, described tion of 29.6 million in
as "a life-threatening economic development
bonds.
situation."
A one-ton chunk of
The 1980 legislature
plaster crashed into a authorized the state to
room shortly after some spend up to $100 million
workmen had left the on such bond issues.
area three weeks ago,
Most of I,unsford's talk
and the ceilings were, dealt with $1.2 million in
shored up.
bonds for expansion of
The state awarded the lodges at General Butler,
$150,000 contract on an Jenny Wiley and Natural
emergency basis, which Bridge state parks.
bypassed the usual
Lunsford said that
legislative scrutiny, and despite a sharp rise in
the oversight panel was room rates which took efinformed of the situation. fect April 1, the occupanPearman said that cy rate in state parks has
$150,000 merely for hardly declined.

Guitar-maker excells
KNOXVILLE; Tenn. accompanied Haile and
API — Kentucky guitar his wife, Ravenel, to
maker Hascal Haile, Knoxville for a one-week
whose customers include show of his work at
the
Chet Atkins and Roy World's Fair's Folklife
Clark, says the best thing Festival.
about his new electric
After 40 years of makguitar is that it doesn't ing custom furniture
and
sound like one.
grandfather clocks, Haile
"Chet said he needed a said he taught himself
classical guitar that he how to make guitars
in
could play in a big 1962. He estimates
he has
auditorium and with a big made about 500 guitars
band," Haile, 75, said since then.
Wednesday as World's
In addition to Atkins
Fair tourists gazed at and Clark, Jerry Reed,
samples of his work.
Dolly Parton, Waylon
"He told me what he Jennings and Porter
wanted, and I worked un- Waggoner own guitars
til I figured out how to made by Haile. The
build it. Nobody else had guitars, often inlaid with
ever figured out how to wood and abalone,
take
make an electric guitar about two weeks to build
sound like an acoustic and cost up to $2,000 each.
guitar."
One of his guitars,
After Atkins performed which belonged to Atkins,
a few times with the pro- is on display
at the
totype instrument, Haile Smithsonian Instituti
on
had more orders than he in Washington.
could handle. So he and
Haile said he sleeps
Atkins sold the design to during the day and works
the Gibson Guitar Co.
alone all night at
With a thin, mostly machines that, in many
solid wood body and cases, he designed
and
nylon strings, the guitar's built.
sound is amplified in
Peering through thick
stereo with crystals tri-focal glasses and
morather than the magnetic tioning with his soft
system used in other elec- hands, Haile said he has
tric guitars, Haile said.
long been fascinated by
"I can't tell you the guitars.
secret of it because Gibdid play professon won't let me talk sionally, but I quit about
about it ... they're afraid 50 years ago." he said.
the Japanese will copy "Jerry Reed heard me
it," he said. "There's play one time and he said,
black magic in that 'Why don't you just make
guitar."
them and let us play
The guitar has been them."'
popular since it hit the
market a few months
ago, Haile said. -They
said Willie Nelson bought
nine of them for him and
his band."
Haile said his royalties
Revival services are in
from the guitar will go progress at the Locust
toward scholarships for Grove Church of the
his grandchildren and Nazarene, located one
wood-working students at mile north of Kirksey off
Western Kentucky Highway 299.
l'niversity in Bowling
The Rev. David O'Neal
;reen, about 50 miles of Benton is the speaker
west of his Tom- foc the services at 7 30
pkinsville. Ky., home end p.m. each night through
workshop.
Sunday. Special singing
Haile has been a will be featured at each
visiting instructor at the Service.
university, where his pro- . The church and the
lege, Dr. Frank Pittman, pastor, the Rev. Ercel
teaches a guitar-making Carter. invite the public
class each year. Pittman to attend

Revival now
in progress
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ercises can relieve much
of the stress placed on

careful not to strain your
Joints, particularly earl)

damaged joints if begun

in

in the early stages of ar-

Arthritis

disease, you may retain
good use of them longer"

Foundation.
'Hands, feet, hips and
knees affected by arthritis can't endure the

He suggests following a
prescribed exercise program to maintain range

same

exertion

that

is

placed on healthy joints,"
said

Frederic

Dr.

C.

McDuffie of the founda-

the

course

of

the

of motion in joints, and
avoiding tasks that force
inflamed joints to work
too hard

KEEP THAT GREA1 GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
PARTS

OBITUARIES
1978 Pontiac Skybird

Mrs. Marcus Mrs. Howell dies at home
Cladie J. Howell,
Fridies Tuesday as,Mrs.
5411 Old Benton Rd., day at 10 a.m. in the
Paducah, died Wednes- chapel of Lindsey
at Puryear
day morning at her home. Funeral Home,Paducah.
The funeral will be

Services for Mrs.
Grace Beulah Marcus are
being conducted today at
2 p.m. in LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. Charles Orr
is officiating.
Burial will follow in
Maplewood Cemetery
there.
Mrs. Marcus, 85, died
Tuesday at Puryear Nursing Home, Puryear,
Tenn. She was a member
of First Baptist Church,
Paris, and was a retired
employee of American
Railway Express.
Born Jan. 31, 1897, in
Henry County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the
late Andrew
A.J.
Johnson Williams and
Hannah. Clark Whitfield
Williams.
She was preceded in
death by her husband,
Harry M. Marcus, two
sisters, Mrs. Sally Brown
and Mrs. May Orr, and
four brothers, Joe,
Walter, Earl and Glen
Stone Williams.
Survivors include a
niece, Mrs. Mildred Herning of Hazel, and two
half brothers, Stanley
Williams, Part, and Otis
Williams, Buchanan,
Tenn.
A small force of British
and Canadian troops
defeated an advance party of more than 1,500
troops in 1813 at the Battle of Chateauguay. This
engagement halted the
march of 7,000 Americans

Baby blue, blue cloth, wheels auto, P.S., P.B.,
Air, Power Windows & Door Locks, tilt, cruise,
AM-FM 8 track, rear defogger

Her husband, Thomas
Burial will follow in
Howell, died in 1973. One
son, Thomas Dean Crittenden Memorial
Howell,also preceded her Park at West Memphis,
Ark.
in death.
Friends may call at the
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Norma funeral home.
Jean Davis, Fort Myers,
MS for Less •Wal irt Sells for
Fla.; one son, Lynn
Howell, Paducah; one
brother, Woodrow Hendon, Lilburn, Mo.

27,xxx mikes

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

753-2617
64S.
Murray

GOMM.MOTORS nuns OfV121014

ACROSS

6 Winglike
7 Container
8 JOill00
9 Drink slowly
10 Shams
11 Fill
16 Word with
CATO Or
place
17 Store event
20 1.41.134(41
instrument
22 New Eng
stale
25 More certain
26 Evergreen
27 Craze
28 Snake
29 Make lace
31 Change the
color
33 Harvest goddess
34 Soon
36 Greek
TOWketplace

Bridge
5 Flounder
8 Snakes
12 14eralclic
device
13 Guido note
14 Kogan c.oin
15 Female deer
16 Pennants
18 Fondle
19 Paid notice
20 Fabricator
21 Part of to be
23 Digraph
24 Exorbitant
interest
26 Blaze
28 Sharp
29 Stalemate
30 - 10 10
bed'
32 Withered
33 SCI111
34 Mr Griffith
35 Before Prel
36 Likely
37 Flavoring
herb
38 Tatters
40 Malay canoe
41 Italian river
43 Proceed
44 Verve
45 NFL score
47 Bother
49 Detecting
device
51 Digit
52 Impurity
55 Region
56 Munched
57 Merely
DOWN
1 Soft drink
2 Maker
3 Pub drink
4 Compass pt
5 Postpone

1

2

3

Mower to Yiedoesday's Puzzle
TAB
•
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A 1 1.
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o or L1 E A 7 14 o
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AC A
A
•
14
STARS
A 0
G
A S
S
1 IFS
R
DOE
E
0
ES
ALTER
A C
D l
0
A
N
FIG
S
SOW
ST

37 Macaw
39 Silver symbol
40 Jet
41 South Amencan rodent
42 Aroma
44 Redact
45 Saw

4

5

12

6

46 Gainsay
48 - of these
days
50 Dr s gp
51 Soldier of a
sort
53 Bye
54 Suit - a T

7

9

13

15

16

19

17

20

21

11

24 25

33

35

34

345

47
52

23
27

Ill

30

31

-

40

43
48

i

V

38 39
41 42

I

22

29

32

11

18

28

28

10

14

44

45 403

49 50

•51

53

54

se

55
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• Wal 'Vert SelIs for Less •

641 N. Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6
759-9995

Expire

Stock market
Industrial Average

+4.47

Au Product.at, +M
...enc. Motors
3% we.
AshlandSi +%
Amencan Telephone
54% +%
angler
7% 44.
Dupont
31% +19
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a% Al
GAF9% .94
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17% -%
General Motors
440
.sae
General Tire
aiv
Goodrich
111anc.
Goodyear
33tvi .54
Gulf in1
27% +MI
Reuttion
31%
1.11M
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C Penney
WO .4
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171911.1114.
K Mart
+tti
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... V% +la
QakerOsei
..111% +%
Texaco
+%
S Tobacco
a 4.
Wal Mart
31 +IS
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.......... 11115
Wetter.
.12%11. 12%A.
C E F Yield

13.13

Stock Market aniabed by WM
Manigan

FAVA111113
.1 !
1

88c
Special Selection
Special Selection

6 INCH POTS

3 INCH POTS

Corn Plant, Rubber
Trees, Scheffleria

Chicken Gizzard,
Swedish Ivy,
Arrow Leaf,
Hoya, Maiden
Hair Fern, Victoria
Fern, Jade Friendship,
Button Fern

I Special Selection

8" Hanging Plants

10 INCH POTS

Special Selection

1. Legal Notice

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Less•Wat Mart Sells for Less• Wel Mart Salk for
Loss • V1.14 1 Matt Sod', •-• t

Also surviving are four
grandchildren, Mrs.
Steve (Tommie) Hobbs,
Murray, Mrs. Jeff ( Ventia I Weintraut,
Evansville, Ind., Ms.
Ricki Barkhurst, Mt. Vernon, Ill., and Ms. Lynne
Barkhurst,•Hobbs, N.M.

1. Legal Notice

Statement of Nondiscrimination

Identity of complainants will be kept
confidential except to the extent
necessary to carry out the purposes of the

vices are in
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Kirksey off .
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Exercise con relieve arthritis aches

HEIN OLD COMMODITIES,INC.

"West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation has filed with
the Federal Governmental a Compliance
Assurance in which it assures the Rural
Electrification Administration that it will
comply fully with all requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
the RtIks and Regulations of the Department of Agriculture issued thereunder, to
the end that no person in the United States
shall on the ground of race, color, or na-,
tional origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
otherwise subjected to discrimination in
the conduct of its program and the operation of its facilities. Under this Assurance,
this organization is committed not to
discriminate against any person on the
ground of race, color or national origin in
its policies and practices relating to applications for service or any other policies
and practices relating to treatment of
beneficiaries and participants including
rates, conditions and extension of service,
use of any of its facilities, attendance at
and participation in any meetings of
beneficiaries and participants or the exercise of any rights of such beneficiaries
and participants in the conduct of the
operations of this organization.
"Any person who believes himself, or
any specific class of individuals, to be subjected by this organization to discrimination prohibited by Title VI of the Act and
the Rules and Regulations issued
thereunder may. by himself or a
representative, file with the Secretary of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250, or
the Rural Electrification Administration,
Washington. D.C. 20250, or this organization, or all, a written complaint. Such
complaint must be filed not later than 90
days after the alleged discrimination, or
by such later date to which the Secretary
of Agriculture or the Rural Electrification

trough thick
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THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

Palms, Weeping
Fig, Rubber Trees
Selloum, Yucca

4 INCH POTS
Purple Passion, Moses
in Cradle, Nerve
Plant, Aluminum
Plant, Philodendren,
Pothos, Scheffleria

797

10" Hanging Plants

Save 1 .00
Plant Dolly
•Moves large plants easily
•Holds excess water
•Assorted colors
•No 405230 *Reg 4 94

Fun Sun Gro
Light Bulb

Indoor Plant
Light
•11ngle 8,, t

•60 Watt
•Reg

I

Jobe's Houseplants
Spikes
•Pre-measured
•Enough fertilizer for 60 days

•Reg
Sale

93

Sole

v

1 57

Schultz Instant
tiOtil0 Pi ANT FOOD

Sole

2/100

Plant Sprayer
•

Sale

97c

•Reg 9Wal-M6
sr
Eit
ag
PottIng Soil

•Highly organ,ic
Ixfor all plants indoors or out

Save 25°,,
Liquid Plant
Fopd
purpose •Easv
measure dropper
•‘, Ounce •No 1Li •

• All
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Truck
Load
Sale

0 mix

Sale on assorted
pleats.
Shirley Florist &
Garden Center
502 N 4,10 Street

Friday & Saturday
August 21st L 22nd
Selling bedding and 6
piece living suite
bunk beds also nice
line of brass and oak
At Shoemaker Auction
nest door to Bunny
Brood on South Ittt
Street.

Murray Kentucky
42071
Phone 753-32S1
Apple Tree School pro
vides quality child care
with educational pro
Registration is
grams
now in progress for
children ages 25 The
Apple Tree School is
housed in a modern anc
fully equipped facility
and staffed by well
qualified personnel
Call 753 9356 or visit at
1503 Stadium View Dr

Have 5 minutes, Coll
759-4444 for an inspirational message to
brighten your day
Children s tape 759
4445.

'

•
5 foot Bar

0

with
Stereo Am -Fm
Radio and 8 Trackplayer.
Call 7 5 3 0 1 9 3
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Electrolux

Gold coin collection, Si, 52'z2,
53, $5, $10, $20.
On display at Gold
& Silver Wholesale
Jewelers at Vernon Western
Store, Olympic
Plaza. This collection won't last
long. No phone
calls please.

Authorized Soles
and Service at 905
Sycamore. Bring
your Electrolux in
for a free service
check. Free pick
up and delivery.
We repair all
makes. 753-3639

CARO IN NAOS
Calvert Norris wishes to
express his thenks to
Garry Green for his
assistence in cutting his

tobecco
Calvert Norris
and wife

3. Card of Thanks
NOTICE
CARD OF THANKS

for your cooyenience. lie
Seiler free our Soles Dept
will he at eer sheerees
from 0:30 PM to 1100 PM
a. Moodays, T•esday.
Thersdays sod frilly/a.

Washburn, many
thanks to all the
friends and family
for their many
acts of kindness.
Christine and Eva
Faye.

PUIDOMS, OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
1404 W. Mew
753-53IS

I ...THINK I JUST MADE
A TOTAL FOOL OF MYSELF
SIR _I TOLD CHUCK I
LIKED HIM AND I KISSED
HIM ON THE CHEEK !

U

FOR SALE
Rustic boogie.
lenses Contact RUA
Proctor 753-1673.

/
4. In Memory

In Ilienserr
Of... arm sea the eased
111111 he. nen sip
Wrist 30 1977
Veer sale is woo lerwor.
year heeds 1110 mow.,
nen. Mink God for
precise' memories el the
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Fe pert of
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we kino no in ow Wens.
No one cm nee hert yes,
se ow coo mobs you cry. I
Yaw tat no are happy W
yew hone in high. Soey
Isissod by Mather hither.
brothers nod family.

5. Lost and Found

We can cope ear
old family inclose•
oink you wit and
you CON keep your
priceless engin&
prim
CARTER STUDIO
300 Melon.) $291

after 6.

T1E
11 3E

2 Notice

Large black dog
with collar and
tags, near Hwy 121S
753'5957.
Lost, dirty beige
billfold
Sammon's
Bakery area or Pine St
between 6th and 7th.
Can keep money. Reward offered for papers
and pictures. If found
phone 753,7317.
Three young Hounds
lost near New Concord.
Call 492-8413. Reward.
Lost

white

6. Help Wanted

1. Situation Wanted

24. Miscellaneous

31 Roomsfor Rent

5250 00 weekly
paychecks ifully
working
guaranteed
part or full time al

Responsible mother of 2
would like to veep
children in my home,
ages 25, Monday thru
Will provide
Friday
references if necessary
Please call 753 3114

KERO
HEATERS

Women students
ur
n isneo rooms close to
campus, 1611 Olive. 'z
Clock from Granny's
Porch, AC, kitchen
priviages, living room
area with TV, all
utilities furnished $795
per semester
Call 75
3531 or 753 7885.

weekly
home
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Home Office every
Wednesday
Start 1 m
mediately
No ex
perience necessary
National company
Do
your work right in the
comfort and security of
your own home Details
and applicalon mailed.
Send your name and
address to
American
Fidelity Company, Hir
ing Dept 77, 1040 Lone
Star Or., New Braun
fels, TX. 78130
Baby sitter Wanted in
East Elementary
School area, to sit with
1st grader after school.
Phone 753 8953 after
6p m
Medical Records con
sultan/ needed for a 100
bed skilled and inter
mediate care nursing
facility
The pc-son
must be an ART or RRA
and willing to spend 4
hours each month in the
facility. Persons inter
ested should call Care
Inn, 247-0200.
Mother needs someone
to care for 6 year old
On off days from school.
Send resume and re
ferences to PO Box
1040C. Murray, Ky.
42071.

10, Business Opportunity
SELL STEEL
BUILDINGS
Make
550 000-5100.000 31or3lly in your own
business looking for
dealers io Murray and a
tee areas throughout
Ky. For information or
epee* call Paul 110)
525-9240.
11. Instruction
Gymnastic or Dance
Lessons Murray Gym
nastic Center 753 0129

Lyndia Cochran
Dance and Gymnastics Studio.
Register for
classes. 7534647.
14. Want to Buy
Used apartment size
stove in good condition
Call 436-2438
Want to buy timber call
753-7528.

Need someone to care
for elderly person. Give
reference. 753-7394.
Part time secretary 15. Articles for Sale
possible full time. Excellent typist, short Avocado Tappan 30in
hand preferred. electric stove with a
black glass door 515C1,
753-4953.
also Wonder Wood wood
6. Help Wanted
RN or LPN position burning
stove side
Need babysifter for / available full time or loading, used 1 full
year old Mon Fri from Dart time for 3, 11 shift. winter excellent condi
2.30 till 4.30 at my Working Mon. Fri. with
lion 5175. 492 8943 after
home. Must have tran- ?very weekend off. 6p.m.
sportation. Light house Persons interested
Two mattress' and box
work. Phone after 4:30, should apply in person
springs 520 a set. See at
at Care Inn 4th and
753-7903.
lrvan, Murray Ky.
218
Indiana,
Mayfield Ky
Wanted - a married
Used tobacco sticks
couple interested in or call 247 0200
345
2861.
having charge of music
and choir in country 9. Situation Wanted
16. Home Furnishings
church. Preferably MSU Sr
Education
MSU students. For in- Major will keep chil- For sale Tappan side by
formation call 753,4684.
dren after school in Side frost free re
frigerator and freezer
your home 753-9280
good condition. $350.
Will do babysitting in 753,3943.
my home. Call 753-0008.
For sale couch, chair,
Will do babysitting and love seat. $150 in
cheap. Shady Oaks good condition. Call
Trailer Court 6- A. 753' 437 4170.
0879.
For sale hide,a•bed sofa
Will keep kindergarden and love seat. 753-0409.
children in my home_
Like
new dining table
Will pickup at 10:30 with
and 4 swivel chairs with
my children at Rober
walnut formica top. Call
son School 753-8255.
753-1411 after 5p.m. or
Would like to clean Saturdays.
houses. References
available Call between Used washer and dryer,
matching pair. Call
4p.m -6p m. 753-8541
753-0392.

Extremely nice clothes for
sale. Sizes 7, 9, 11, 13.
Also very pretty maternity
clothes.
753-9997.

IT WAS HIS OWN FAULT
SIR! THEY'VE TAKEN HIS
BASEBALL FIELD FROM
HIM,AND HE HASN'T DONE
ANYTHING ABOUT IT!

HE'S NOT FIGHTING BACK!
ALL HE'S DOiN6 15
BOUNCING A GOLF BALL
AGAINST THE STEPS!

HE MADE ME 50 MAD I
TOLD HIM I LIKED HIM!

22. Musical
INFLATION
PRICES

saroc• 22,eromb.amelt

v

753-5865

WHAT A
DAY FOR
GOLF/

1
I'M SELLING A
ROVEMENT
5ELJT-- MI
,

.--PRINCE.l'1415 15 MAJOR
ROOLATU , A FINE pocroa,

cot* TO RESTORE YOUR

,.

HEALTH.
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Om,,vv.%moor

TI-IAT A
LITTLE
BRIEF
FOR THE
OFFICE

HELPS `t4a-1
OVEIZCOME THE
FEAct
REJECTION

YE5! NOW I WA NT TO
LIVE -TO eEE MY

GRANDSON GROW
TO MAN NOCIO
!

V. Mobile Home Sales
1972, 12x65 trailer and
lot
Real nice, • nicely
furnished, small down
payment. Balance in
monthly payments.
Located east of Almo.
All new plumbing.
57500 Call 753 6791_
1974 12 x AO Guerdon
semi furnished $3200
Phone 606 672 3479
Do you like nature?
Then we have lust what
you want Trailer and
large lot for sale close to
lake, inexpensive
474
8038.
Four mobile homes for
sale.. $1600 each
Call
753 7975.
In Baywood Vista 10x50
furnished mobile home
with 2 lots
Included
mini washer and dryer,
new deep freeze, like
new, 20,000 BTU air
conditioner and storage
shed. Priced to sell Call
436-2937

N. Mobile Home Rentals
A 2 or 3 bedroom new
furniture and carpet,
air conditioned. S85. to
1150. per month. Shady
Oaks 753 5209.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer'
for rent near Murray.
No pets 489 2611.
One bedroom 2 i 2 miles
from MSU $100 per
month. Unfurnished or
semi-furnished. 606-672
3479.
One or two bedroom
trailer 12x60. 1 block
from East-1' Grocery on
280. Call 753 0780.
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home $150 per
month rent, $75 security
deposit. No pets. Call
753 4808

29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration service. All brands.
759-1322.

On

Pioneer, Sony,
Sanyo, Majestic,

RIGHT NOV'
HE PLANS
TO BE AN
ASTRONAUT

5 ENE
But now
and save' 6800 BTU
5119 99
9000 BTU,
Id 9 99
9300 B T U
$t7999, 9300 BTU with
fan, $217 99, 11,500
eru, $179 99 19,500
BTU, $219 99
Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn
Lux and Keebler Pend
lum clocks 753 9780
OREGON SAW chains,
51" pitch for 16" bar,
17 99, 20" $8 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn
One tandum trailer for
sale 492 8204
Seasoned Firewood $18
rick, $23 deliver
9pm436
CallowayCall
5806
after

30. Business Rentals

Marouty car stereos.
World of Sound

4.

31101D

THAT'S
TERRIFIC

WELL, IT TOO
WARM TO WEAR
MUCH

•
OF COURSE, HE 1-1A5 TO
START
AT THE
BOTTOM

Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Baldwin Pianos and 32. Apts. For Rent
Organs. New -Used.
Lonardo Piano Co., Furnished apartment
Paris, Tenn
next to for rent 300 Woodlawn.
753-6044.
Penney's.
CAR STEREO Pioneer, Furnished apartments,
Kenwood, Marantz, 1 or 2 bedrooms. Also
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro- sleeping rooms. Zim
merman
rm
660
,39n. Apts. S. 16th
fessional installation. 75
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center Nice, quiet 2 bedroom
duplex apartment on
Chestnut St. 753 0113.
Nice turntable for sale. dead-end street. Gas
electric central heat
Call 753-1499 after 5 PM.
air. Dishwasher, dis
Small upright piano.
posal, washer -dryer
Call 753 3270 after
hook-up. $235. Call 753
A: 30p.m.
vVi-IAT A
9574 or 753 6513.
DILEMMA! Upright piano for sale. Nice small apartment
Call after 6p m
TORN
for rent 300 Woodlawn.
753 9929.
One and 2 bedroom
BETWEENI
do
enutrsr a ynea
a
topw
anrtmm
GOLF AND D. Exterminating
town
WORK
762 6650 or 436 2844..
One bedroom furnished
apartment and 2 bed
room furnished apart
ment now being decorated Adults only. 1
year lease and deposit.
Kelley's Termite Call 753 9208 after 4p m.
Sleeping rooms for
& Pest Control
boys. Kitchen facility,
washer dryer
$55 a
Ph... ;53-3n14
month. 1 bedroom
apartment $90 and $100
a month
1
c blocks
24. Miscellaneous
from MSU. 436 2411.
1 Ton 3 phase hoist for
Small neatly furnished I
sale. Call Dill Electric bedroom apartment.
753 9104.
Inquire 100 S 13th.
Admiral imperial de Two bedroom Town
luxe 28cu ft refrigeraHouses available at
tor, with icemaker 41
Hamlet North Apart
x 66 2 in size avocado
ments, carpeted, cen
green $300, Eureka
tral air and heat, range,
vacuum cleaner $65. disposal.dishwasher,
Call 753 2669 after 5p.m.
refrigerator, washer
Fiberglass topper for and dryer hookup.
Suburu Brat, Call 753
Lease required. Call
1499 after 5PM.
753 7550 or 753 7559.
Firewood cut to order. Two bedroom fur
$75
per rick. Call nished, no pets Deposit
436 2292
required, $185 monthly
plus utilities Call 753
For sale AA Kirby and
Electrolux vacuum
8731
cleaners, with at
Two bedroom duplex,
tachments
Good as energy saving 3 miles
new Call Paris 901 642
east of town. 5175.
7473
753 8848
For sale
Get your
33.
Rooms for Rent
winter firewood now!
4361758.
Sleeping rooms
Helium Balloons on a
refrigerator in hall, a
string for sale 9 and
private entrance,
11 in
sizes
ASsorted
washer and dryer
.Colors fdt birthdays,
Available at Zimmir
anniversaries, and all
man Apts. S. 16th.
occassions. 753.0817
753-6609

•

&PA& Sale

2 bath furnished house
with washer and dryer
$200 a month plus
deposit, 753 9213
Beautiful spacious
home
3 bedrooms, 3
complete baths, large
family room with
fireplace
12 closets,
sunken livingroom,
many extras 7 miles
SW. No pets 5350 mo.
$300 deposit
Lease.
753- 3509 after Spm.
Furnished two bedroom
house 1 mile East of
Kirksey on Hwy 464.
489- 2377.
Nice 2 bedroom house
unfurnished I 2 blocks
from University. Phone
753.5984.
Nice quiet home in
country. 5 rooms and
bath. Screened back
porch, country kitchen
3 fireplaces, 12 miles
from Murray. Call 753
3271.
One bedroom living
room, kitchen, bath.
very low utilities, near
University, S100. Call
after 6p.m. 753 4775
Six year old 3 bedroom
near Ken Lake Resort
Carpeted, AC, water
furnished
$195
442-5647.
Three bedroom two
bath, fireplace, central
heat and air, applian
ces. 759 9577, 759-1074.
Two bedroom with wood
stove large yard, near
lake. $200 a month plus
deposit. Reference re
quired. 436 2755_
Unfurnished, newly redecorated 2 bedroom.
Quiet Street, nice
neighborhood. Highest
heat bill under $30. $185
plus deposit and 1 year
lease. References. 753
8198

Estates. Dishes,
clothes, toys, curtains, lots of
household items,
airshocks, chrome
air breather, sun
oil pressure gauge
and much much
more.

Horses boarded
Stalls
$30, pasture $20
Limited space_ Phone
753 3010.

38. Pets Supplies

AKC Registered
Puppies for
sale. Call 7536067. Ask for
Carolyn.

AKC Cocker Spaniel
puppies blond $100. Also
Cock-A ,Poos $40. Hwy
121N 1 '0 miles past
Stella on Coldwater
Hill.
AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions,
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz. 502,554-2153.
AKC Registered Great
Dane puppies. Water
Valley 355 2840.
AKC Registered
Doberman puppies 759
4588 or 753 7637.
AKC Registered Ger
man Shepherd puppies
Black and silver. 527
9933.
FDSB Registered Poin
ter pups
la weeks,
wormed, champion
field bloodline. '901-782
3572.
Two Registered female
Boxer pups. Phone 4354/00.
Wanted: Stud service
for UKC American Es
kimo (Spitz) 489- 2440.

41. Public Sale

Sat. All kinds of
items, large and
small to meet all
needs. 506 S. 9th
St.

GARM
SALE
Fri. 8-5, S
12. Have cl
and adult cli
rocking chai
Mr. Coffe,
and misc.
1514 Cant
Dr.

set of red cope cod Aron;
inchnles dinner pietas Owl
piece usttinol, other At..
pieces, 34 yew old ceder
chest, hes been refinished,
Ike oe• $300
Wood
rocker, 11 piece phut set.
fing of chine $50. dish
.cobinet. can shear, lam
ware,. void lots of other
it.., Sat end Sen for
wore inforeetion coil 492
$234

YAR
SAL

2-Party
Yard Sale

Sat. 100
Brown's Cle
Shop
Hwy. 94
Clothes, tir

and
miles from

afternoon

Murray on New

Con-

Baby
things, children
clothes size 3-12,
refrigerator, double
mattress with head
board, double storm
door. 753-4197.
Hwy.

gun and etc.

4-Party
Yard Sale
Sat 8-5 1 mile on
Hwy 280 off 94E.
Clothes, jeans,
curtains, furniture, toys,
dishes, odds and
ends.

Auction S
Church in K
and Ma yfiel
church rela
munity proj
in. Will sell
vanity. porc
electric cob
school desk
and tables,
electric hea
Not respons

Yard Sale
Bikes, toys,
children and adult
clothing, ntore
misc. Sat., 8-4.
Take Wiswell Rd.
left on Gibbs Store
Rd. follow signs.
4:110.1
Yard Sale

Lynn Grove Rd., Hwy

94 1 mile west of
16th St. Sat., Aug.
2 1 st. Air conditioners,

10 -

bicycles,
calculator, motor
bike, wool rug, Super

speed

11

camera, fish
locator, bicycle rack,
Camero
car
parts,
wind pyrfer and stove.

10:00 a.
place al
Puryear,
ment, an
niture.

5 Party
Gigantic
Yard Sale

2-Party
Yard Sale
Backyard

505 Blair F
Sat. 7-1
Childrens c
infant-2 yet
wornens
household
and misc.

Fairgrounds
Flea Market

cord

t

YARI
SALI

Yard Sale
Sat. 7-3 on Old
Benton Rd. Red
brick house north
of Sager Glove
factory. Clothes,
toys, records,
tapes, Kiss poster
and card collection.

Fri.

we

3-Party Ca
And Yard
Thurs fri.
Misc items.
clothes, lots
beys and girl
clothes 2nd hi
side of C
Graves Co I
111 North.

Aug. 20 and 21.

Sat. 6

Si

41. Public Sale

8-??? A-5 Coach

36. For Rent or Lease

37. Livestock-Supplies

pick
R65)0

Clothes, coals
liouseishl items. hit
oitwo, aol Noy more
misc. leas. 8-1 Sat
Normiog. 1606
Ilsealast

34. Houses for Rent
A nice, quiet 2 bedroom

A 1000 Sq. Ft. retail
store available for sub
lease in the Bel Air
Shopping Center. Con
tact Iry Tick Realty.
Paducah, Ky 444.7755.

4.Produce
Por sale pea

YARD SALE

1809 Monroe off N.
1900
11th.
11ICB
motorcycle
moped,
D.T. 100 Yamaha, antique

china

cabinet,

couch,
d

chairs,
, coffee table,

1000 different Mite.

In. and Sat. 7-6.

Yard
Sale

Yard
Sale

SAt., Aug. 21 8
a.m.-4 p.m. 1653
Ryan Ave. Rescheduled if rains.

Plants and
other things.
620 Broad Ext.
Fri. and Sot.

•

2 tin d,
basket, so
tables, bezspread. oh
mirror, ohi
back chair
tric stove,
kerosene 1.
tric fans, c
bottles, olb
drawn tool
cultivator,
one lot of
Paschall b
machine.
22,000 mili
Shine. Not
conducted
tion & you.
tucky.

is, i iwt It a 1‘14• 11,,,r-ilas

PAGR:17 1111 %II 1818

buicu•I 19 1981

t
IEME.
44211
k

YARD SALE

hes
coar5
hold items tui
and many mole
items 81 Sat
ning
1 606
and

40 Produce

rod cape cod Avon;
; dinner piet•s (fell
.tlm9L its.., Area
36 year on coder
in Wan refinished,
is $300
Wood
piece place tetchier! $50, dish
, corn 'Smiler, Men
mid lots of its..,
Sot and See For
formation cell 492-

YARD
SALE
505 Blair Fri. and
Sat. 7-1 p.m.
Childrens clothing
infant-2 years old,
womens 8-10,
household items,
and misc.
•

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. 8-5, Sat. 812. Have children
and adult clothing,
rocking chair, new
Mr. Coffe, t.v.,
and misc. items.
1514 Canterbury
Dr.

1-5 1 mile on

ard Sale

rove Rd. Hwy
mile west of
t. Sat. Aug.
t. Air.
ioners, 10.
1 bicycles,
ator, motor
tool rug, Super
mera, fish
, bicycle rack,
r car parts,
rfer and stove.

5-Party
Gigantic
Yard Sale

Monroe off N.
1900 1801
:ycle moped,
DO Yamaha, onchina cabinet,
h, chairs,
r, coffee table,
different misc.
lie. 7-6.

Yard
Sale

its and
things.
Broad Ext.
rod Sat.

Call es at

INC
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

Commercial Cor
ner...This 40x60 shop of
steel construction,
situated on ap
proximately 2 acres.
There's more,. owner
has converted part of
office spate to 3 bed
room living quarters
and still has 40540 shop
That's not all
how
about a mobile home
hook up? How about
electric overhead door
to shop? And then
there's built-in filing
cabinets. All this and
more just minutes from
town.Call
753- 1492...Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

Strout
Realty
Office (cost to Coast
Boyers from Everywhere
Relioble Service Sian. 1900
2 Coldwater Bowl
Murray, Kentocky 42071
(3011753-0116
Anytime
1051 KENNON
Broker
licensed & Bonded

Panorama Shores
Lake Home. New
listing offered on
Elmhurst Drive.
Nicely furnished 2
bedroom, brick
home with elect r ic heat,
fireplace, and
lovely lake view.
Move in today for
only $32,900. KOPPERUD REALTY
-753-1222.

AUCTION
SALE

4-Party
Yard Sale

s, toys,
en and adult
ing, m`ore
Sat., 8-4.
Wiswell Rd.
n Gibbs Store
ollow signs.

Yes You Can! An
9xceptional home with
utsfanding features
that can be purchased
31 a reasonable price. 3
bedrooms, 1
2 baths,
beautiful den, central
gas heat, central air,
partial basement.
Home is immaculate,
and in a good
neighborhood. Priced in
the upper $40's. KOP
PERUD I4EALTY, 7531222.

Sat. 7:00 til ??
Brown's Clean Up
Shop
Hwy. 94 East
Clothes, tires, 8,8.
gun and etc.

afternoon and
6 miles from
p on New ConHwy. Baby
s, children
s size 3-12,
'rotor, double
iss with head
double storm
753-4197.

'ard Sale

Hallway to Heaven or
Maybe Even Clo
ser.. Fantastic, nearly
new home, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, comfortable
family room and large
living room. Abundant
storage throughout
the
master bedrooms pro
vides a walk in closet
for her and a walk-in
closet for him 1.8 acres
close to city limits.
Owner has been trans
ferred. Attractive
financing can be ar
ranged. Call 753 1492
today to see this special
offering. CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Walk to the University
from this charming 3
bedroom home.
Fireplace, large living
room, range, refrigerator and 2 window unit
air conditioners in
cluded. Assumable loan
at 12 percent. Priced in
the 530's. KOPPERUD
REALTY. 753 1222.

YARD
SALE

2-Party
(ad Sale

280 off 94E.
les, jeans,
ains, furre, toys,
s, odds and

Purdom & Thermal
Intermit
Resit
Seetbside Court Sq
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Thurs Fri and Sat
Misc items. womens
clothes, lots of misc.
boys and girls school
clothes 2nd house this
side at CallowayGrates Co line Hwy
121 North

7-3 on Old
on Rd. Red
house north
Sager Glove
Clothes,
, records,
I, Kiss poster
card collec-

Cramped, Need mew!
There is nes of room a tbes
4 bedroom Mine lineted is
Kinn y meg
A• seder
Nome with mciller•
6el0v.11M
Wee &nag
den, living rose
1,4011“
Also lies • Miry closed is
front porch. km of oll is
the pnce *My S21 SOO

43. Real Estate

3-Party Garage
And Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Fairgrounds
Flea Market

Watermelons a n v
Pete
Mrs
amount
Valentine 6/2 4439

41. Public Sale

20 and 21.
? A-5 Coach
'es. Dishes,
es, toys, cur•
, lots of
ehold items,
ocks, chrome
weather, sun
ressure gauge
much much

43 Real Estate

40. Produce

For sale
peas $4 y011
pick, $7 we pick
753
8690

Auction Sale Friday August 20th at 6 P.M., at the Methodist
Church in Kirksey, Ky turn off of highway 121 between Murray
and Mayfield at Stella on to Highway 299 to Kirksey. This is a
church related auction. All proceeds go to the church and community project. Will list a few items as donations are still coming
in. Will sell 16 church pews 9' and 12" long, like new baby bed,
vanity, porch swing, good Rhem hot water heater, 30"Cappan
electric cook stove, Frigidaire refrigerator freezer, Old quilt,
school desk and chairs from Old ,Kirksey school, other benches
and tables, Good lumber & doors, Oil heater, 200 gal. oil tank,
electric heaters, household items. Many other items not listed.
Not responsible for accidents.

DAN MILLER
Auctioneer
z

1
E1E
111 31E

46. Homesfor Sale

49. Used Cars

Four oeoroom brick 1
block University Super
insulated undertloor.
ceiling and tun exterior
Storm windows
walls
Energy efficient heat
pump
2 baths, large
living room, large
Country kitchen,
loft
separate utility
concrete driveway
Front porch, carpet
570's. Shown by appoin
tment
Contact John
Pasco at 501 N 17th St
759 9517

1979 Camero 228 350
motor Call 436 5830 or
436 5.403

Move before school to
this 1 '2 story 3 bed
room, 2 bathroom
e mile from
home
East School. 1 acre lot
$31,500 753 8848

1976 Chevrolet 4 wheel
drive
Must sacrifice
Best offer 498 8716

Must sell or trade new
summer house Only 300
yards from Ky. Lake, 3
miles from Ky
Lake
State Park and golf
course 1 bedroom, new
furniture, fully car
peted, appliances and
air conditioning in
cluded 700sq, ft living
area, 300sq
ft. deck
$24,500.1-328 8739.
New listing near New
Providence. Completely
remodeled inside and
out. Vertical Cedar
Siding . Two bedrooms,
new carpet throughout,
new kitchen and ap
pliances. Fireplace plus
woodburning stove. One
acre lot wit lots of trees.
Offered at only $32,000.
Call KOPPER UD
REALTY 753 1222.
Nice two bedroom
house newly remodeled.
Gas heat, full base
merit, new drapes, new
carpet, new kitchen,
great neighbors. Must
sell 025,500. 803 Vine St,
759-4845,
Priced to sell partially
furnished 2 bedroom
house, on 1 acre. 2
storage buildings, city
water, also has good
well. Call 436-5494 after
lo.m.
Two bedroom, bath,
living room, dinette,
kitchen and full base
ment. Located at 516 S.
6th. Call 753-5671, after
5o.m. call 753 3430.
Two story year round.
Pine Bluff. Sundecks,
furnished, 2 lots.
$20,000. 759-9577_

47, Motorcycles
1978 Kawasaki KZ 400.
Good condition 3600
miles. 474-2232.
1978 Sazuki 750 fully
dressed. Will sell or
trade up. 436-2146.
1978 Yamaha 650
Special. Fully
customized. Must sell.
753-9844 after 4p.m.
1980 150F Honda extras.
$1650, 436-5659.
1980 Yamaha YZ 125,
good running condition.
Call after 6p m., 3546168.
QT, Yamaha moped for
sale. Call 753-1499 after
5 PM.
XR -80 Honda like new.
Call 753-6594.
Yamaha DT 100 Enduro, new engine, tires,
chain. 5325. 753-0089.

48. Auto Services
4 new Goodyear
P225-75R-15in, steel belted radials mounted on
chrome wheels with
spoke wire hub caps.
Cost $750, will sell for
$450. Also 4 , 11x 15in.
Grand Prix 4, wheel
drive tires $120. Call
753-7827.
Duane's Place Used
Volkswagon parts, tuneup, break jobs, rebuilt
motors 435,4272

53. Services Offered

1979 Dodge Omni 024 2
door, silver and black,
automatic, air, loaded
Call
Excellent MPG
753 7788
1982 Datsun 280Z X
153 4023 after Sp m

SO. Used Trucks
1971 Chevy truck long
wheel base, 307 motor
Call 436 5830 or 436 5403

1979 Dodge Power Wa
gon V 8, 404, long wheel
base, air condition,
automatic, power
steering, AM FM, re
movable camper top
$4700 or best offer
4365114
1979 Ford Courier 30,000
miles 5 speed, nice
/53-3338

51. Campers
1970 Santa Faye cam
per 2 axles ?Oft Sleeps
Cali
6 self contained
days 753 8575
1971 Coleman Pop Up
camper Call 753-0619

52. Boats-Motors
14f1
Fiberglass fishing
boat, 20hp Johnson mo
tor. Paris Line Trailer
and trolling motor. Call
between Ila.m. 7p.m,
753-8406.
1974 Chris Craft 17ft. Jet
boat. New 454 engine,
excellent condition.
Must sell. See at 1508
Doran Road or phone
759-4008. $3900.
25ft. Chris Craft cruiser. Fully equipped.
$7800. Call 753-9775 or
can be seen at Kenlake
Marina.

53. Services Offered
A ummum end
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jock Glover

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience
Stained floors our
Spec iality.
BODEAU
FLOOR CO
354 6117

Auction Sale Saturday, August 21st at
10:00 a.m. at Mr. and Mrs. W.M. Paschall home
place about halfway between Hazel, KT and
Puryear, TN on Highway 641. Will sell farm equipment, antiques, collector items and good usable furniture.
2 tin door pie safe, one with drawer at top, small egg
basket, soda keg, one large fancy wardrobe, fancy small
tables, beautiful iron bed, 6 drawer sewing machine, old lap
spread, old 4 drawer chest, nice old dresser with bevil edge
mirror, old rockers, old quilt box, old kitchen table, spindle
back chairs, nice bed de chest, King heating stove. go8d electric stove, some glass & china, silverware, aladdin lamp,
kerosene lamp, stone jugs, jars & churns, old well pulley, electric fans, couch & chair, other odd chairs, featherbed, old mild
bottles, old corn sheller, hand & garden tools, large lot of horse
drawn tools, nice steel tire wagon, corn planter, stalk cutter,
cultivator, disc, many plows, mule gear, brass knob homes.
one lot of tobacco scaffels, nice Ford-Ferguson tractor. Mr.
Paschall bought new, plow, disc, cultivator, like new mowing
machine, 1969 Chevrolet car, straight shift, 6 cylinder with
22,000 miles. Many other items not listed. Sale held rain or
shine. Not responsible for accidents. pinch available. Sale
conducted by Dan Miller Auction Service. For more information & your auction needs call 15021 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Kentucky.
via
Saie Conducted

by

Dan Miller's Auction Servka
P1..41001) 435 4144 Relit* I Mirmly Reatiocky 42011
Des Mills.. Aectierow
Lk•ased owl &mewl la MY end TM N• 1281
"My Service D...,,? (osi, If Bey's"

1970 Toyota good condi•
tion, air. Call 753 6929
after 6p.m.
1972 Pontiac clean, good
mechanical condition
0525. 1803 College Farm
Road,
1973 Buick Station Wa
qon. Low miles $500.
753-8837 after 6p.m.
1973 Caprice Classic,
753 7428 after 4p.m.
1973 Chevrolet Impala
Custom 2 door, hardtop,
extra clean, good tires.
436• 2427
1974 Ford 6 cylinder
engine low mileage.
474 2325.
1974 Impala in very
good condition. 753-1439.
1976 Pinto runs and
looks good. 5895 or will
trade for motorcycle.
436 2116.
1977 Mercury Marquis,
loaded with extras, one
owner, local car, excel
lent condition. Call 753
7310,
1979 Datsun 310 G X .
Black and 'silver, 5
speed, air condition,
cassette, velour seats,
35mpg, excellent condi
tion 13900 Call 753,5050

For Sale
1973 Ford white
Von, automatic,
351 Cleveland
engine, local, one
owner, 50,000
miles.
753-7113.

Roofing All Types, 15
years experience, all
work guaranteed. Don
Wilkerson, 489-1580
or 345 ,(02.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474-2276. .
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
Specifications . Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Interior Exterior Pain
ting. $5 .hour, 10 years
experience. Call 436
2166.
•

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

Auction Sale
Sat. Aug. 21st 10 a.m, ½ mile west of
Lynn Grove Ky. on Hwy 94.
Selling a large lot of furniture, appliances. glass, china, tools and small
items for storage. Round table and
chairs, mapel coffee and end tables.
dressers, chests, beds, metal porch
glider, nice couch. Book shelfs, lamps,
pictures, and lot more. Lots of fishing
tackel, old money,knives, watches, C.0 200 Pistol. Small tools, Truck load of
Glass and China.
For information call:
Otto Chesters Auction Service
435-4128.

Roberts Realty is seas, property! Don't get lost in
the shuffle! list your property with us end oet that
good, borne town service
Just listed! Estre nice four room cottage overlooking
Blood river. Located on double lot with community
water system and easy access to rurcellent boating
fishing, swimming. Majority of furniture stays
$24,900,00.

bedroom older

home in Stella

Mesonite exterMr , storm doors and windows, electric
well heel lots of potential Ideal for retired couple
Neer grocery and churches 59 SOO 00
drioniOden fireplace
r
522 $ It

carpet,

dre

Lake Refrigeration Air
Refrigera 1 On and A r
Condition Service and conditioners Small ap
Repair Central air Air •pliances repaired
474
conditioners cleaned Slat
Gas up on air con
Licensed electrician for
yltioners $23 436 5536
residential and corn
mercial
roof
Heating and
Room additions
gas in
ing, remodeling,---and a ircondition
hoMe improvements of stallation and repair
Phone 753 7203
Free estim
any type
ate Call 436 5536

DAY
753-3716
753-5292

APPLIANCE
Need a second opiSERVICE - Kenmore,
nion? Build-up or
Westinghouse,
Residential. Local
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
references. Call Hugh
service. Bobby Hopper
Outland, 759-1718 or
Bob's Appliance Ser
753-8076.
vice 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3
4 8 7 2 ,
7518886(home).
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
JC & C Sheeting - vinyl,
Sears. For free es
aluminum, steel & vinyl
timates call 753-2310.
coated aluminum siding
Build and Repair
and trim for houses.
tobacco barns. Free
Also fiberglass shake
estimate. Call 435-4347.
siding. We also put on or
CARPET CLEANING, repair galvanized and
Free Estimates. aluminum roofs and
Satisfied references, siding for barns, 759
Vibra Steam or Quick• 1600 office or 753 0329
Dry Cleaning. home_
(Upholstery Cleaning).
K & K STUMP REMO
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
VAL
Do you need
753-5827.
stumps removed from
Campbell's Tree Ser- your yard or land
vice. Topping, trim- cleared of stumps? We
ming, removing. Full can remove stumps up
insurance. Call 1-527
to 24 inches below the
0918.
ground, leaving only
Carpet and linoleum sawdust and chips Call
installation 51.50 sq. for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
yard. 10 years ex
perience in Murray Kemp Jr 435-4319,
area. Also home repair
and remodeling. Phone
Alining Service Co
753-0770 ask for Bob.
11111151 all Owl pilot
Chimney Sweeping
costae trio earl
Service. Do it now
before you need your
Inman. Call Will El
chimney. Later we will
15316111.
have a working list. Call
435-1348 or 762,4792.

Jest Noted! Two

53. Services Offered

MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPiNG
Commercial, Indust
r,ai, Residential, also
Patching and Seal
Coating Phone 753 1537

ROBINSON

49, Used Cars

Estate
Auction

53. Services Offered

your
Need work on
,rees? Topping, prun
. rig, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
sessional tree care
753 8536
China Painting lessOns Painting Paperhanging
Commercial
starting Sept 1St Sup
plies and porcelain. Residential Interior
Exterior Farm
Maxine Jones 354 8785
Concrete, block, brick, Buildings. 25 years
Tremon
experience
basements, loon
Farris 759 1987
dations, drive ways
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys
Free es
timates. Call 753 5476.
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb
ing, Painting. and Well
Pump Needs Licensed.
Call 753 0092 Or 753 9673.
Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
* PetE EST ,..ATES *
your needs

753 1873

1968 Cadillac, real good
shape for sale or trade.
Call 7539400.

31101a

los

storage space

sterile ilz,s
1; minutes East of Murray 26
Getiklmos
iirt forenoon
'
echos with 3 etre tames bete (rood barn and wen.
Ittieutifyl beittfing site Will pay its own wet in short
hem. Priced te
ROBERTS REALTY
Scietb lit). Street at Sycamore
753 1651

Roy's Carpenter Shop
custom wood working
cabinet tops kitchen
cabinets remodeling
additions insurance
repairs. 753- 5883.
Save Money. Have your
carpets cleaned in
August for only .10 cents
square foot. References
on request, insured
free estimate. Call Jeff
at 753-0015
WELL DRILLING and
repair. Campbell Well
Drilling McKenzie, TN
Irregation residential
and commercial. 901
352-3671.

53. Services Offered

Will clean carpets,
windows, also cleee
end wee hard wood
floors. Satisfactioa

IC & C
SHEETING
Vinyl

aluminum,

steel and vinyl coated
olumninum siding and
trim for houses also
fiberglass shake
siding.
We also put on
gelvinixed, aluminum
and steel siding for
roofs and barns.

Office 759-1600
Home 753-0329

guaranteed

753-3317
or .1 •epair
airconditioners
Dill
Electric phone 753 9104
Will do painting, home
repair, and repair on
I arm buildings
Re
Can
asonable rates
Mike, 435 4323 or Paul,
1 901 247 3716
Will do yard work and
nedge• trimming, cut
and
75
deaR
hedge Call 1530712
Will sharpen hand saws
circular saws, anc
chain saws 753 4656

CONSIGNMENT
AUCTION
Every Saturday night, 6:30 PM until sold, Loco
tion i 6th and Water Street, Mayfield By in old Bob
Blake Pontoic Building. Anyone can buy or sell. Open
8 AM until 6 PM every Friday to receive merchon
dise. Phone 247-8796.

Autioners; Rondell Rushing, 376-5679
Richard Kennemore, 376-2644

AUCTION
TUESDAY, AUGUST 24, 1982
10:00 AM -RAIN OR SHINE

SHIPP IMPLEMENT CO.
Kentucky's Largest John Deere Dealer
RUSSELLVILLE, KENTUCKY
The Finest Selection of Local Trade-Ins In Western Ky. AD Reconditioned and
Field Ready Equipment inventory SUBJECT to ADDITIONSand DELETIONS
On the spot John Deere financing available to qualified buyers. Waiver of finance
charges until January 1, 1983 on Tractors and Combines, and waiver ot finance
charges until April 1, 1983 on Planters and Equipment purchased with tractors
Or combines.
TRACTORS
1976 - John Deere 8630, 3 000 hrs 20 8•313 cast duals, P T.0., hitch recent new
engine, 3 valves • 1977 - John Deere 8430, 2.400 hrs, 18.4038 factory hub duals
P T.a. hitch, 2 valves • 1975 - John Deere 8430, 1.600 hrs.. 18 4038 factory hub
duals P TO hitch. 3 valves • 1971 - John Deere 7520, 3,000 hrs 18 4034 hub
duals, P T.0 . hitch. 3 valves air spkter transmission • 1977 - Steiger ST310,2.250
his. 20 8,38 factory duals hitch, big cummins power • 1978 - John Deere 4840,
2,300 hrs 208,38 factory duals, 16.5,06 front, 3 vanes. wmghts • 1961 - John
Deere 4640, 300 his . 184,42 factory duals, 16 5,16 trOnt_ 3 valves weights quad
range • 1977 - John Deere 4630, 2,500 his, cab, air quad range. 20 8038 factory
duals. 14Lx16 front. 3 valves. weights • 1977 - John Deere 4630, 2,700 hrs.. cab
air, quad range. 20 8,38 tactory duals. 14L,16 front. 3 valves weights • 1979 John Deere 4440, 1.600 his cab, air quad range. 20.8x38 duals 141,16 front 3
valves. weights • 1973 - John Deere 4430,3.600 his cab, air, quad range, 18 4038
rear. 11 00,16 front, 2 valves weights •-1979 - -John Deere 4240. f,2130-nrs.rtratr.--air, quad range, 18.4,38 duals, 11 00x16 front. 2 valves, weights • 1979 - John
Deere 4040, 1.800 hrs fender tractor, quad range, 18 4,38 rear. '000016 front. 3
valves, weights • 1977 - John Deere 443Q,3,100 hrs cab, air, quad range. 20 8.38
duals. 11.00016 front. 2 valves weights • 1966 - John Deere 4020, 2.400 his .
1-liniker cab, air. weights • 1979 - John Deere 2840, 400 his . roll yard, weights •
1975 - John Deere 2630,2 600 his .roll gard. weights • 1975 - John Deere 1530.
1,500 hrs roll gard. weights • 1973 - NC 1066, 2,600 hrs.. 18 4038 rubber
weights • 1974 - Ford 8600,2,300 his . cab, air. 18.4,38 rubber, weights • 1972 M-F 175,3 000 hrs diesel • 1974 - Long 560, 1.500 hrs , diesel • 1969 - Oliver
15Hc.50,m
3.000 hrs gas • 1975 - 14-F 300, Industrial with loader • INC560. Desei •
COMBINES
1977 - John Deere 7700, 1.600 hrs . turbo. hydro. 4 wheel dnve, 30 5,32 14 9r24
tires, monitor chopper air, header control • 1976 - John Deere 7700,2,400 hrs
turbo. hydro. 4 wheel drive. 30 5r32. 14 9•24 tires, chopper, air bin extensions •
1976 - John Deere 7700, 2,400 hrs , turbo. hydro, 2 wheel drive. 30.502 tires air.
chopper monitor, header control • 1975 - John Deere 7700, 2 900 hrs turbo.
hydro. 4 wheel drive. 24 5x32 tires, air chopper monitor bin eirtension • 1978 John Deere 6600, 1,300 hrs., turbo. hydro, 4 wheel drive, 30 5,62, 16 9126 tires, air
chopper, monitor, header control • 1977 - John Deere 6600,1.300 his nydrostatic
28 Lx26 tires air, chopper monitor. header control • 1974 - John Deere 6600.
1.500 his, hydrostatic. 231,26 tires air chopper, monitor bin extension • 1975 John Deere 4400, 1 000 hrs diesel, air chopper, monrtor, bin extension 184,26
Tires • 1975 - John Deere 4400, 1 600 hrs diesel air chopper monitor, bin eater/SW. 18 4,26 tires • 1971 - John Deere 4400. 1.200 his, gas. 18 4426 tires •
1971 - John Deere 4400, 1,300 hrs gas. 281_426 tires • 1970 - John Deere 4400,
1,700 hrs . gas. 18 4,26 tires • 1974 - White 7300, gas, 11 quick cut. 704W 4 rOW
corn head • 1976 - Gleaner FK$, gas. 13 flex cutler bar. 438 4 row corn head •
1970 - Gleaner G,gas.. 13. platform,4 row com head • 1974 - IHC 715. gas. hydroStatic, 13 flex cutter bar • 1973 - INC 715, gas, hydrostatic 13' platform 4 row corn
head • 1968 - M-F 410. gas. 11 platform • 1969 - John Deere 55, cab la platform,2 row corn head
HEADERS
John Deere 220, flex platform • John Deere 218. flex plattorm • John Deere 216,
flex platform • Three - John Deere 215, tier. Dlatfoems • John Deere. 15 quick tack.
plattorm with I-linker bar • John Deere. 15 quick tad' platform • Three - John
Deere, 13 quick tach platforms • John Deere, 14 platform tor '05 combine • John
Deere 653;row crop head • Two. John Deere 643,con' head • Two - John Deere
444, corn head • John Deere 443, corn head • John Deere 653, 4 'ow crop heac
' demo
TILLAGE EQUIPMENT
Hiniker 1245, 45 ti-fold field cultivator w'
,arrow • John Deere 910 V-RIpper,
shank trip coutters. demo • John Deere 2500 Plow, 8 bottom nn land reset •
John Deere 2450 Plow,8 bottom on land • John Deere 2600 Plow,4 bottom acifustable • SH 550 Plow, 5 bottom • John Deere 335 Disk, 2' 4 . blades • John
Deere 1630, Disk, 11 . T • John Deere BWF Nal,'8 • Hiniker 1530,30 field cui.
tivatoi. w harrow
CULTIVATORS & HOES
John Deere FM 630 S- Tine front mounted cultivator • John Deere AM 630 sweep
cultvator • John Deere 415, rotary hoe • John Deere 430. 'tiding rotary hoe •
JoNivDeere MA 630.sweep cultivator demo
PLANTERS
John Deere 7000,6 row narrow plateless, no fix insecticide monitor • John Deere
7000.6
narrow, plateless no till insecticide, liquid fertilizer, monaor • John DIM*
7000, conservation 6 row narrow, pianters. no 1411 inseCtitrde monitor • John Deere
7000,6 row narrow. ptateiess no till insecticide. monitor • John Deere 7000,6 cow
narrow, plateless no tilt insecticide • John Deere 7000, 6 row narrow [Voteless
monitor • White 543.6 row narrow no till • Two. A-C 4 row no till • John Deere.
18,7 grain drill • 5extrs John Deme rnai emerge units.
MAY, FORAGE EQUIPMENT
John Deere 2420, Windrows/ diesel cab air w 130-21 twin swath platiorm and 230
IS auger platform and conditioner • John Deere 2320 Windrower, gas hydrostatic
with 13021 tr., swath platform • John Deere 800 Windrow... gas. 15 drapes platform • John Dears 1209 Mower Conditioner • John [were 2320 windrowef,
"cfento • John Deere 35 Forage Harvester • Two - John Deere 38 Forage Harvesters • Heaton 2000-100 Forego Harvester. 1 -ow. row-crop, hay pickup • John
Deere 3 row narrow 'ow-crop head • John Deere 2 row narrow row-crop head •
John Deere 2 row wide rOw.CrOp head • Two John Deem 2 row wide row-crop
head • John Deere 5' hay pickup • John Deere 6000 Blower,"demo." • John
Deere 1506, 15 told up rotary cotes • Modern 7 3-00,,'plarN tulle, • WoOda
pulltype rotary cutter • New Holland 450'',Ode mow,.
MISCELLANEOUS
John Deere 155, 10 HO rear blade demo • Two -John Deer* 863, 12 dozer
blades • John Deere 763, 12 dozer blade • John Deere 534, 10 dozer blade •
John Deem 544. 10 dozer blade • John Deere 145 Loaider. er60' bucket • John
Deere 700 Scraper, 7 yard • John Deena 201, implement corner 8s2$ • Dunham
Lehr, 25 101ding roam • Two Sets - John Deere 220 Saddle Tanks, 400 gal •
Chem Farm Saddle Tanks 400 gal stainless • John Deere 10654 Gear wqh 200
bu gravity box • INC Wagon Geer w.th 160 Nu warty boo • Holland 1 row tobacco
serte• • Several sizes dual wheels • Several used Mentor monitory • Few
tiesel lawn and garden tractors • John Deere 1210A grain cart 'dem('
FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT John Shipp i Owner Bulginess phone 502.
726-3656, Residence 502-726-3932 Glenn Page - Sales Business phone 502726-3656; Residence 502-724-2273

JAMES R. CASH
HI AUCTIONIIR
FANCY SPA./ NIENTUCNY
502 623 13466 or 502 623 6939
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50,000 Selection Of Inventory
stra

RY LIVING ROOM
REDUCED
PLUS EVER1 CHAIR SOFA ALCESSOR)
(XLASSIONAL TABLE LAMP ROLkER RECLINER AND PICT. RE REDLIED TO SELL'
VERY BEDROOM SUITE REDUCED
PUS EVER) CHEST. DRESSER MIRROR NIGHT
STAND AND EVER) ODD HEADBOARD REM CID IP TO -0% FOR 12 BOERS'
VERY DINING ROOM SUITE REDUCED
PUS ALL ODD NAILS. CHINAS SERVERS TAKEN
BIFFETS OCCASSIONkl PIECES AT SPECTACI UR I 1)91 REDUCTIONS'

BIR
I'

Whop
Up to:

GIC HOURS
ALL ACROSS THE
COUNTRY!

i‘NING R0011 BARGAINS'

REG 599 95 - BUSHLIKE SOFA AND
CHAIR 100: green tweed nylon
cover
Steel roil springs and solid oolt home tor
long rev. Onddurabii.ty

SLEEPER!

Bassett Queen Size
Sleepers
Early
American style with
'ough but beautiful herulon cover with centers
t 10,01 Patter,REG:$59995

298

REG 588995 - h4ONTCLAIR SOFA
AND CHAIR Troditionol styling with
beoutifully quitters polyester cover with
lovely decorator colors Steel co., springs
add comfort and long life

S398

Reg $39995 - SOFA AND CHAIR
Ny ion cover in rust and beige plaid

198

REG 5.64995 - EARLY AMERICAN
SOFA ,AND CHAIR Steel 2oil springs
solid oak frorne choice of nylon covers

$288

FAMOUS FURNITURE BRAND NAMES AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
•Kroehler
•Universal
•Chromcraft
*American Drew
• American Chrome
"Ilene
•Tell City
•Berkline
• Bushline

1 MESSAGE ERONI SIR ROBERT S.FILMAN. CILAIRM.A\ Of I HI-

EVERY LIVING ROOM RED( ED'

QUEEN
SIZE

98

TRY DINETTE SET REDUCED!• EVERY MATTRESS SET REDUCED • EVERY DESK. BOOKCASE. AND
CURIO REDUCED!• PUS HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF ODDS AND ENDS ALSO
SLASHED TO SEU!

ssett
• Singer
• Lea

SIR

Hill*

PI15155

HURRY!
SAVE!
6 piece, heavy wood den
group including sofa,
chair, rocker, and
3
tables_ Sofa and chairs
hove
duratile
and
beautiful antron nylon
cover in choice of col

soROOM Sl'ITE BARGAIN S%

1105RIE BASSETT

I n develops( "Wean Day I1S A.. Bassett Fiennure Industries Popes
II. achieve three onmary obtectives
First to create 16e !artist day ol sonnet in history for America's
Homemakers by assisting each participating store to otter important
reductions on every tern in their selection (not past Bassett products
Second to introduce (borers erritin new products lo as many
conveners as possible in a very short period of time We feel lapin
Day US A " with its rode ranee of appeal should produce the Nuts,
crowds ever at ha stores across A•nenca
Finally by underwrihne arid coordinatina the largest home hanishings
sannes event in history. we hope to say a most sincere 'Thank you to
the millions of castanets and thousands of retail stores that hare
made Bassett the world s tartest sink brand Itemiser manufacturer
Thank you and happy snoop.'
loom all seven-thousand of as at
Bassett Furniture Industries
Sincerely
••'1

plus manr

348

$598
Complet•

RECLINER!
Kroehler Vinyl covered 2
way recliner Perfect for

DELUXE BUNK BED

298

relaxing in your

98

MATIMESS SET!
Medium Frrm, 10
guarantee,.
rhildren
Oedroorn

year

great
or

for

spoce

Reg
5330 oo

$160

Reg $399 95

REG $24995 - -KROEHLER 2 wo,
RECLINERS Choice of 3 nylon covers )1
k
PER
Arm covers included
SO'
REG
$449 95 KROEHLER
EVERY SOFA AND SLEEPER REDICED! RECLINERS Choice of severoi covers
and colors and choice of rocker recliner It
or wollaway recliner Arm covers induct
ed
REG $46500 - VINYL WALLAWAY
REG $49995 EARLY AMERICAN
RECLINER
Choice of Berkline or
COOKE REGULAR SIZE SLEEPER in
Kroehler Wollawoy Recliners in 2 di $
1 00** "Vb.
,Cover Choice of colors
ferent vinyl colors

AND SI it

N.

28

1 98

1 98

$298

REG $47995
LOVE SEATS Choice of
2 high csuolity love sews in different
labors Both have solid oak home. cod
springs ondevcellent decorator covers

98

REG $30000 - MEDIUM FIRM TWIN
SIZED MATTRESS AND SPRINGS *rol1 0 yeor guarantee $

150

DINETTE SET BARGAINS!
112/,

III set
REG $38000 - MEDIUM FIRM QUEEN
SIZE MATTRESS AND SPRINGS with
10
ye°, guarantee
$1

arm
v

REG $80000 -- EXTRA FIRM
DELUXE
KING SIZE MATTRESS AND
SPRINGS
with 20 year guarantee $390
par sot

$248

REG $399 95 - DELUXE 7 PIECE
DINETTE SUITE by American Chrome
Includes lorge table with leaf and for )1
mica top and almond color legs on table
and 6 choirs
REG $369 95 - ALL WOOD DINETTE
TABLE AND 4 CHAIRS
tioney
pine finish with formica topWarm
on table and $
gold vinyl upholstered seats on choirs
REG $39995 - CONTEMPORARY
DINETTE SUITE including table with One )1
leaf and 4 vinyl and cloth choirs Perfect
for modern apartment or home

SEvEN
PIECE

pies mai yarn no,'

choirs Choice of colors

Reg
5279 95

$148

$89 95

$3

REG 39 95
SOLIQ OAK LADDER
BACK CHAIRS Choice of 2 styles Orw..
style is unfinishers the othvs
torquefinisher. Y..Chorce
REG 579 95
STEREO STAND
Walnut tinrsh with lots of shelf are°
Perfect In. pirrobie TV or stereo
Only
or ro reP

ROLL TOP 01 SF
$

1 48

plin man. mans miner'
THAT ENTIRE
HOS SI Fl Ii
erl Ror foroltorr
orvd ono I. ,rnorsr
Iv I • or loner
nom.heN awd ••••
header& ea/ healbelb
.4 ib9Hn.w .--#.

SARGAISA OF
EVERY TYPE AN!)
IIF.SCRIFUHIS!
wove an Itrotord
gasmen, nal, yew.- aro
1-••1 • trio&
f

to clean on•
Iona lasting

$298

121

DOORs
BIG
fki!i`PBARGAIN

LAMP SPECIAL
Choose from a

big selection of wood or brass
lamps that ore sure to fit
into any decors

18

rocker

steam bent wood
seat Perfect for porch or
bedroom
Reg
wItt
,

PEG $29995
Walnut t•-•st, 7
hey,'oron
•

front Easy

Reg
$5995

e18

OAK ROCKER
wood oak

:38

REG $3995
UNFINISHED OAK BAR
STOOLS 24' or 30' sees
s
Con be slain '
1
el op match any der.
,

ALL
WOOD

',-)1.d

REG $7995
BASSETT MIRRORS
One group of Bassett Bross otote
mirrors Different shapes and
sites All Rime glass Your Choice

$639 95

Berkline Soto and Chair
Outfitted
with
black
vinyl cover and solid oak
frame Also ook'exposes
wood trim on arms and

1 88
98

HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF EQUALLY EXCITING
SALE ITEMS NOT LISTED. . . EVERYTHING REDUCED!

"EVERY ACCESSORY REDUCED"

PIECE!

LIVING ROOM

EVERY LAMP & TABU REDS CID!
REG $42 95 - CHILDS ROCKER.
REG $7995 - GROUP OF ASSORTED $28 oak choir with noturial lacquer finish
Perfect gilt for young child Lirnrted
LAMPS, wood_ brass, gloss and others
Sop1 8 C
Your Choice
All pieces of the onion* SINGE. DOLLHOUSE
.cr,y
REG $13995 - WOOD AND GLASS
COLLECTION mill be priced ft COST and BELOW.
TABLES Peron finish with con bottom
REG $19995 - SWIVEL bLiVrEkS
Pisces inclvde beds, d
, clouts, and mit
Bevel., gloss End or cocktail table Your
One group of Kroehler and best
rockers $
$68
rm.'. Fill poor girls room end 1•119111 Mar dreams
mi.
in o good selection of styles
and covers
\ with DOLLHOUSE FURNITURE sit Hy reillictiens
)
.
REG $32995
Colors toy., any roorn
SET OF 3 TABLES 2
Mopte end tables and cocktail table with $148
heavy legs and formica tops All Stables
or one low price
pl. math Huey more

DINETTE SET!
American Chrome Toble
with leaf and Form.ca
top and 6 vinyl covered

cc

98

SPECIAL CLOSEOUT

soo-

Den

Reg
5219 95

plos Emmy. rug more!

FULL
SIZE

so ,

Bits
SPECIAL
‘'.
‘
BUY
$198 svolOw°

man, morel

wood bunk bed complete with
tresses, lodder, and guard rail $
tresses,

BOMBS
eluding Cz
( below 1 at

Reg $709

Cgs

EVERY BEDROOM SUITE REDUCED!
REG $109995 - BASSETT PINE BOYS
BEDROOM SUITE 4 piece group in
dudes o double dresser and mirrors
chest, heocboord and also a nite stand
All pieces have a durable formica top
REG $39995 - SMALL BEDROOM
SUITE Includes dresser and mirror
chest. and headboard Perfect for child's
.
room Or space bedroom,

Top of cabinet has gloss
doors, hold 8 guns Boy
torn has locking wood
doors for shell storage
Choice of Oak or pine
finishes Only 610 sell
Reg $259 95

10.0111.0', _

,

Si1 8
38

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE!
BAN* OFFICIALS ON HANOI

81.

DUNN FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE_
U.S. 641 North •

t

COLORED PRINT _

el

12 TO
12 ONLit

BEDROOM
Murphy

All
Cedar
Bedroom Suite including
dresser A mirror, chest
and bed Perfect for boys

room or space bedroom
Reg
$69995

753-3037

•

•••

-77

Pigskin Preview

HUGE
VINGS

ET
gioss
Bo'
mood
rage
pine
ell

WHEY!
SAVE!
d den
solo.
Id 3
:haus
and
nylon
I col
?..25

Si

BOMBS AWAY — Talk of the town cen
round the signal callers this year including Calloway County senior Tim Brown
1, Murray High junior Mark Boggess
( below) and Murray State senior "Instant" Winston Ford.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

ilECE!
539.95

hair.
ack
oak
mes
and
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Lakers
Tigers
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Football Special Section

Racers face OlfC at its best

WHOOSH — Senior John Walsh (28) averaged
over 30 yards per catch as a junior for Murray
State.
Photo by Barry Johnson

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
To win the Ohio Valley
Conference this year, the
Murray State Racers will
have to beat the league at
its very best, says MSU
coach Frank Beamer.
When you consider
seven of the eight teams
Western Kentucky dropped from the OVC this
season) in the OVC finished last year with .500
seasons or better you
have to say 'they'll be
tough this year."
For the most part the
league will be at its
toughest, posing a problem for any team with title hopes.
Many OVC coaches
agree the team wearing
the 1982 crown won't go
undefeated in league
play.
Beamer is pumping his

Racers in preparation of
the long haul ahead. Our
seven home games on the
schedule, this year is
misleading. Four of our
seven conference games
are on the road and four
of our first five conference games are on the
road. It's not going to be
easy goings by any
means," Beamer said.
Despite the pitfalls
ahead, Beamer is confident in many aspects of
his program. After an 8-3
season last yearj. including a 6-4) start and a
No.I national ranking at
one point, the secondyear coach at the Racer
helm is looking forward
to proving last year's success was no flash in the
pan.
Helping support his
beliefs is the return of All
American defensive end
Glenn Jones and pro pro-

spect linebacker Mark
Simmons. Both players
were redshirted last year
with injuries.
Even the OVC coaches
were impressed as they
voted Jones to the
preseason All OVC team.
Newly appointed Defensive Coordinator Mike
Mahoney.said, "The best
part of our defense is
Glenn. If every kid on our
squad had the intensity,
the desire of Glenn Jones,
we could beat the COLAs,
the Alabamas ... we could
beat anybody."
Guards Rodney Lofton
(6-0, 255) and Rick Posey
along with tackles Donnie
Wilson and Calvin
Thompson, flanked by
ends Glenn Jones and
Stephan Jones, comprise
the bulk of the defensive
front.
Backing them are "the
best group of linebackers

in the OVC," according to
Reamer. All Conference
Donald White t 6-1, 215
heads the senior-laden
backer corps of Vince
Tucker, Simmons,
George Collins and
sophomore Alfonso
Mather.
If the Racer defense
has a weakness it's the
loss of All OVC safety
Gregg Evans. Finding a
replacement for him will
be difficult at best, but
sophomores Tim Shaw
and Ralph Robinson will
be called on to do the
task. Senior Ronald
Hopkins is the top dog of
the secondary with the
other cornerback slot up
for grabs between Greg
Stewart and freshman
sensation James
"Squeeky" Yarbrough
from Knoxville Fulton
High.
(Continued on Pg.3)

A Ceiling Fan
is only for Summer
Right?...Wrong!

F

r1
I
11
Li

With CasaBlanca Fan
Company's reverse air
flow feature, this enables
you to use your fan in the
winter months. By just
reversing the direction of
the air flow, the fan
pushes the hot air trapped
at the ceiling back across
the ceiling and down the
wall allowing you to turn
down your thermostat
therefore cutting your total
energy bill.

RACERS IN 3-D — Tackle Donnie Wilson (67), guard Rodney Lofton (90)
and linebacker Mark Simmons (51) will see extensive duty in the Racer
Staff photo by Jim Rector
defense in '82.
1982 OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE
COMPOSITE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
(ALL nen LOCAL)

Summer

So•pl. 4

20TH CENTURY
LIMITED'
Lavished with intricate
details, this fan recalls
the spirit of on: of the
most luxuriously
appointed trains from
America's golden age
of railroad travel —
the 20th Century Limited'

AKRON

AUSTIN PEAT

EASTERN KY

4171,011 TENN

47
1
3
1&
*11.-

CI )N1l'AN
The World's Most Beaut ifu I Fans. I ,J1.„!

oaliARAT ST

WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY
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Racer
Sept
4
18
25
Oct.
2
9
16
23
28
Nov.
6
13
20

al

a

a
A

NAME
Michael Abell
John .klebander '
Lee Alford
David Anderson
Mike Armstrong
Benny Avers
Stanley Bacon
Chrts Brakes
sChrts Biggers
Mike Boroinak
Pat Bowers
Tun Bowles
Ihrk Bowman
Ulysses Breedlove
Jeff Runnette
Jeff Carty
Woody Clark
Ken Clay bourne
Dan Coleman
Scott Coley
Greg Collier
George Collms
Chuck Cummings
Neal Candid.
Edgar Curtin
ains Dartsby
Denrus Dockery
Kern, Reline
man Fine
en Eugene Ford
Scott Ford
Adagio Ford
Kenny Gather
Scott Galloway
FiIrk Gearhart
Glenn Gregory
Greg Hardin
Rob Horned
Jun Hearn
Ronald Hopkins
Byron Hueston
Dennis Hughes
klordell Jefterson
Glow Jones
Stefan Jones
Chns Kasten
Monty King
Jeff Lancuter
William Lewd
Rodney Lofton
Steve Luce
Joe Lyons
Mark McBnde
faith McGregor
David Manley
Alfonso Mather
TO.t
MoreLsnd
!Swivel Morrtson
Man-us MOM
Bryon Ogger
Cluries Parrott
Glenn Payne
Jun Piercetield
Phtl Pinner
Rock Posey
Steve Priest
Terry Reed
Greg Robertson
Bart Robinson
Ralph Rawson
Gary Rancyda
Mike Sanders
Colby Schreckengo
Ton Shaw
Mark Simmord
Woody Stmpson
Kevin Slat
bryan Smith
Mil" Send h
Albert Starnes
Greg Stewart
Suggs
Todd Surber
i.e Tarr-aim
Calan Thompson
Sian Tnce
David Tuck
Since Tucker
Jeff Ulmer
Err Umalead
Jim Vertnarella
Jim Waller
John Walsh
Joe Warren
Bill Wengerski
Donald Whde
Down, Wilson
Ed Willson
Tommy Wortmat
Kenneth Wnght
James Yarbrougt
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(Continued from Pg.2)

Racers' 1982 Schedule
Sept
4
18
25
Oct.
2
9
16
23
28
Nov.
6
13
20

Southeast Missouri
Central Missouri
at Tennessee Tech
at Morehead State
Tennessee-Martin
Middle Tennessee
(Homecoming )
Southwest Missouri
at Eastern KentuckN
at Austin Peay
Akron
Western Kentucky

7:30
7:30
7:30
12:30
7:30
2:00
1:30
TBA
1:30
1:30
1:30

MIURHA Y STATE UNIVERSITY
1116 Foothan Rooter
NAME
Michael Abell
John Alexander
14t Alford
David Anderson
Mike Armstrong
Benny Ayer,
Stanley Bacon
Clins Beakes
alms Biggers
Mike Bocornak
Pat Bowers
Tun Bowles
Dirk Bosnian
Ulysses Breedlove
Jeff Burnette
Jeff Cart,
Woody (lark
Ken Cla)bourne
Dan Coleman
Scott Cole,
Greg Collar
George Collins
Chuck Cummmity
Neat Cummins
Edgar Currth
Chris Disosby
Denrus Dockery
Kevin Extuve
Brian Fine
Eugene Ford
Scott Ford
Winston Ford
Kenny Geuther
Scott Gollows,
Rid Gearhart
Glenn Gregory
Greg Hardin
Rob Ranked
Jim Ham
Flontild Hopkins
Byron Hanlon
Dennis Hughes
Mama Jefferson
Glenn Jams
Stefan Janes
Chris Kasten
Mont, K out
Jeff Lancaster
William Lew.
Rodney lafton
Steve lace
Jae Lyons
Mark McBride
MA,Sti-Gregor
Derid Mmmi
A110100 Mather
TOM, Moore
Moreland
Michael Morrison
Marna Moss
Brion Oggri
Clarks Parrott
Glenn Payne
Jun Parcelield
flul Pane.
RICk Poer,

Steve Priest
Terry Reed
Greg Robertson
Bari Robinson
Ralph Ratimay.
Gary ftnicidli.
Mae Sanders
Colby Schreckengoal
Ttrn Sha•
Mark Simmons
Woody Simpson
Sak
Bryan Smith
Mike Srngt h
Albert Starnes
Greg Stewart
Teem Suggs
Todd Surber
Jeff Terrence
Cahln Thompoon
Stan True
David NC*
Vince Tarter
Jeff Ulmer
Era Umstead
Jon YecluereLla
Jim Waller
Walsh
Joe Wareeo
1301 Wengerski
Donald WIMe
Dome Wibon
Ed Wilton
Tammy Workman
Kenneth Wraht
James Yarbrough

Football Special Section
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WT V R HOMETOWN
PO. HT
170 Fr
lausvide K
DI 64
210 Soph Paducah. K
0)6 .1.2
Naples, FL
170 Sr
QB 6-1
B.ntog.KS
217 Er
TE 6-2
Colorado Springs, Ci
116 Fr
DE 6-0
Bartlett, TN
215 Jr
C 60
772 Jr
Claston.13 A
SE 64
Lausville K
OG .6-3 .DO Er
Mayfield. KY
-SE 0-I0 It. Jr
Nashville. II.
QB S-10 170 Sr
215 Jr
Woodbridge, CA
C 6-2
Kevil KY
210 Jr
111 6-3
16 Sr
1 atusville. KY
(' 62
100 Fr
Munn, Fl.
FE 64
60 Soph Fulton, K Y
LiT 6-3
6-3
Hassell. KY
60 Sr
DE 64
190 Soph Indianapolis IN
Evansville. TN
hr
TE 6-5
Mi Soph Henderson.TN
DT 6-3
65 Fr
DB 5.11
Sneads, Fl.
145 Fr
1auisidlle. KY
fft: 6-1
Bluefield. W
210 Sr
LB 5-11
WE 5-10 165 Fr
Memphis. TN
Princebn, KY
Fl 5.10 210 Jr
Ridgely. TN
245 Sr
II 4-4
Nashville. TN
LB S-II 26 Fr
26 Fr
Fl 6-2
Memel..TN
lams.itH
170 Fr
QB 541
16 Jr
Indianapolis. IN
QB 6.1
Memphis. TN
WR 64
170 Fr
Tonmssba, MS
DiG 541 735 Fr
115 Sr
Memphis, TN
QB 6-2
305 Fr
FB 5-11
Laiiisville
Memphis. TN
215 Fr
TE 6-4
35 Soph Stroudsburg. PA
DG 64
115 Fr
Memphis,TN
WI 54
16 Fr
LB SI
Jeffersonville. IN
116 Soph Paducah. KY
I.B 5-11
=5 Soph Lou:Bride. K Y
DG 6-1
175 Sr
Tipeonv Ile, TN
DB 5-11
160 Fr
Mums FL
QB 6.1
190 Soph
KY
DE 6-0
Forest VA
175 Jr
TB 54
Memples,TN
DE 5-IS 66 Sr
Albany. GA
DE 64
110 Sr
205 Fr
Nashvdle.IL
C 6-2
16 Fr
WE 6-1
F:vanynfte. IN
30 Jr
Flopkinsvilk. KY
KS 6-1
Fr
leC 6-2
Jeffersonville. IN
Toornsubo. MS
DG 6-0
735 Sr.
LB 61
215 Fr
%Islet:main
Fulton, KY
3X Fr
DT 61
TV] 6-5
66 Soph Pensacola, Fl.
Memphis. TN
DG 6-3
243 Fr
210 Fr
Memphis. TN
DT 6-2
1.8 5-1D 190 Soph Mempho.TN
TB 6-1
16 Fr
lausville. K Y
16 Sr
LargaDensinlle, FL
TB 6-0
DT 6.1
215 Fr
Madisonville. K Y
TB 610 I75 Sopti Mayfield, KY
LB 6-2
190 Fr
lkungton. K Y
1i, Soph Moo Grid. K
(SF] 6.2
14 Fr
DE 64
Strongsville 014
DE 6-0
195 Jr
&lithe. K Y
OT 6-3
36 Sr
Sarasota, FI,
IC 6-1
240 Jr
Russellville KY
Mt Carmel IL
TB 6-0
I& Fr
30 Fr
Senunok, Fl.
OG 6-3
195 Jr
10I3 6-2
Denville, VA
TE 6-3
2173 Jr
Cainedensis, PA
Dl 6-0
170 Soph Frankfort. K Y
CC 64
26 Fr
Sinnitevtil,. OH
CC 6-3
210 Fr
Wadmille,IN
OT 14
65 Fr
New Kenai:100k PA
DB 5-11
1115 Sock Memphis, Thl
IJ3 6-0
MO Sr
St Louie MO
OG 6-1
76 Sr
Miami, Fl.
170 Fr
Millstadt. II.
QB 6-2
DB 5-10 /60 Fr
latusidde. KY
IC 6-2
35 Sr
Lakeland, Fl.
OG 6-3
250 Jr
Wesson. MS
110 Jr
DR 6-1
Claxton,GA
160 Jr
Evennille, IN
FB
D 6-0
190 Soph Lakeland, FL
110 Sr
FB 5-9
Frankhn. KY
DT 111 205 Sr
Starkville. MS
SF. 611
175 Jr
Evansville IN
KS 64
SO Sr
Morgantown. K Y
36 Sr
1.8 64
Pane. K Y
DO Soph Carbondale PA
OT 6-3
26 Jr
Bel Air. MD
TE 6.4
190 Jr
New Orleans. LA
DE 611
OG 6-3
235 Sock Lexington. K Y
WE 6-2
179 Sr
St Louie, MO
110 Soph Hicluness KY
DT 6-3
DE 6-1
IC Fr
Skokie. II.
1B 61
115 Sr
Clnrimati,01.1
DT 6-0
215 Sr
Spencet.011
Laitisrilk. KY
Dl 5.10 175 Fr
FR 516 190 Fr
Murray, KY
DB 6-1
195 Fr
114aaphs. TN
175 Fr
1516 64
Knoxville, TN

"To be successful
defensively we've got to
emphasize our defense
like it used to be a couple
of years ago. Last year
we were a little too lax
and didn't always get
after people. This year
we've got to find 11
reckless guys around the
football every time,"
Mahoney said.
If there's a weakness
on the Racers this season
the offense would be the
place to go searching.
Minus from the attack
forces is OVC Offensive
Player of the Year
quarterback Gino Gibbs.
But filling his shoes is
"Instant" Winston Ford,
known for his instant
ability to strike with the
long bomb.
Given time, Ford is expected to mature into the
type of leader both
Beamer and Offensive
Coordinator Mike O'Cain
can depend on.
"I'm very high on him
right now," O'Cain insists. "His main question
mark is whether he can
play under pressure."
Hopefully removing
most of the pressure from
the seniorrookie QB will
be a solid offensive pit
crew.
Senior Phil Poirier, 6-3.

CUMMINS AT YA — Junior fullback Neil Cummins (30) will provide hard-charging
depth at the position, running behind senior Jeff Tarrence on the charts. The 5-10, 210Photo by Barry Johnson
pounder made the Racer squad as a walkon two years ago.
250. All OVC preseason
team, and Edgar Currin,
6-4, 245, are planted at
tackles: junior Albert
Starnes and sophomore
Jim Waller are at guards
with senior Dirk Bowman
at center. Tight end
belongs to Villanova
transfer Bart Robinson.
Two seniors provide

speed and stability in the
ball bearing department
— fullback Jeff Tarrence
and tailback Ellery
Moreland.
Perhaps the brightest
aspect of the Racer gogetters is the receiving
corps. John Walsh caught
12 passes last year for
34.2 yards per snatch and

juniors Stan Trice and
Chris Biggers are surehanded as well.
With the overall outlook
in mind. Beamer confidently assures his
listeners, "We're planning on winning the OVC
and the national championship right here at
Murray State."

Whatever your tastes, you'll find
movies and specials on Cablevision
to tickle your funnybone. From
delightful after-school and early'
evening Disney and children's
comedies to late-night. adults only
humor of Las Vegas revues and
specials.
You'll chuckle-to4.fhirnical farces, laugh
out loud at classic comedy greats and
roll on the floor with zany, screwball
humor of today's greatest comics.

Under the Rainbow
Cannonball Run
Heaven Can Wait
Great Comedy Entertainment
Is Just Another Reason Why

is
Cablevision of Murray
"Television Worth Watching""
Call 753-5005

t1.1 I 1111 Ill Mt y. k,..

1 lior..41as tow's' 19 1982
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Calloway County doesn't cry 'rebuilding'...
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
When a team returns
four offensive and four
defensive starters the
wailings of "rebuilding
year" usually accompany a coach's
assumption of his team's
upcoming season.
Not so with Calloway
'ounty's Sam Harp.
Harp. who turned his

team from 1-10 two years
3 imid both
;
ago to,,5
district and conference
championships last year,
is talking championship
again this season.
Harp says he's got the
best team in the district,
no bones about it.
'
"I think we're the best
in the district, but every
Friday night we're going
to have to prove we are.

We can't look past
anybody this year. Last
year we were the sleeper
and slipped up on some
folks. This year they'll all
be gunning for us."
With the exception of
Crittenden County,
Harp's choice for the
district cellar, the sixteam league will be
equally balanced with
any given team on any
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BEST OF THE BUNCH — Tackle Tim Pittman (far left ) is rated the best defensive
lineman the Lakers have by the CCHS coaching staff. He's the only returning veteran
in the Lakers' defensive front eight and he'll be anchoring the offensive side as well.

given night able to produce a win.
In ranking his team's
biggest threats to a second stvaight championship, Harp listed Lone
Oak, Union County,
Reidland and Webster
County as causing the
most headaches — then
he added with a laugh,
"and not necessarily in
that order."
"We don't have anyone
on our schedule that looks
like a potential blowout
for Calloway County. We
have no weak sisters to
pick on this year,' Harp
said.
Enroute to rolling up
22.8 points per game last
year Harp and his upstart
crusaders created a lot of
enemies. This year the
Lakers will expect no
quarter and will dish out
the same.
In the personnel
department the Lakers
return only eight starters
from last year. But with
over twice as many
players 70-plus)1
reporting from the 28 surviving
last seasbn. CCHS has
both quality and quantity
to work with this year.
Spearheading the
CCHS offense will be

veteran signal-caller Tim
Brown. Starting as a
sophomore two years
ago, Brown admits he
"wasn't much back
then." However,the addition of former Murray
State coach Dan Walker
as offensive coordinator
and quarterback coach
has turned Brown's
outlook around.
"He's made the difference in this ballclub,"
Brown points out. "He
knows every defense and
has a game plan in his
head to beat every one.
He gets so fired up at the
blackboard you can't help
but get excited over what
he's teaching you."
Senior fullback Jeff
Garrison is another of the
four returning starters
and he's also the starting
defensive safety in

Harp's 5-3-3. His ruriningmate offensively will
be sophomore sensation
Todd Contri in the splitback option offense.
Garrison and Contri
will be trying to make the
CCHS rooters forget
about fullback Tommy
Workman, who gained
over 1,000 yards last year
as a senior. The current
Laker duo have the
necessary ingredients —
speed and power — to
shorten local memories.
If Garrison and Contri
are to be successful
memory erasers, the
Laker "Hogs" will need
quick maturity. At center
Is the only CCHS offensive lineman returning
from last season. Senior
Marty Hayes is the only
-Hog" in the Laker pen,
but his All-District and
All-Conference creden-
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Whatever your
financial
goals are...

COMFORT/
senior quarter
the defense gc
Brown tucks a

We can help you to come out a
winner!
Let us help you tackle your
financial problem.

CONTRI BOY — With the senior backfield
tandem of Tim Brown and Jeff Garrison will be an
open-field threat from the word go — sophomore
Todd Contri.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

1982 Laker Schedule
Aug
20
27
Sept.

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
M • m • -r

10
17
24
Oct
1
8
15
22
25

Fulton Co.
Union Co.

Home
Away

Dyer Co.
Murray
hone Oak
Trigg Co.

Home
Home
Away
Away

S. Fulton
Reidland
Open
Crittenden Co.
Webster Co.

Away
Home
Away
Home

N Name
2 Monty Mono
7 Mark Garrisi
8 Scott Taylor
9 Mickey Garr
11 Mike Garrisc
12 Russell Ushe
16 Tim Brown
17 Keith Allbritl
20 Craig Darnel
21 Jeff Butterwi
n Steve Markle
23 Kevin Hearst
2.5 Richard Dow
30 Darren Pasc
31 Greg Boren
32 Todd Contri
33 Jeff Garrisor
31 Chris Starks
36 Tony Ray
37 Alan Ahart
40 Richard Will
41 Scooter Past
42 Dale Torsak
43 Tim Torsak
44 Mike Pratt
45 Steve Hollani
47 Sam Taylor
50 Chuck Store
51 Greg Baker
52 Marty Hayes

ion
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tials speak tor
themselves.
At wide receiver is the
fourth and final returnee
— senior Craig Darnell.
The shifty speedster
nicknamed "Cool," is only 5-8, 140-pounds, but last
year he gathered in six
touchdown passes — four
for over 50 yards each.
Darnell will lead an
able armada of receivers
this year including tight
end Mark' Duncan 6-1,
215-pounds), Jeff Butterworth and Darren
Paschall.
Defensively only senior

tackle Tim Pittman
returns among the front
eight. But what the
Lakers lack in experience
up front, they'll be making up in enthusiasm.
Middle linebacker Greg
Baker is only a
sophomore and he'll be
flanked by another
sophomore — Contri —
and junior Richard
Dowdy.
Each of the Lakers'
three deep men return —
Darnell, Garrison and
Paschall — anchoring a
defensive secondary
(linebackers included

that intercepted 29 encii
passes last year.
"Last year our defense
would bend a lot, but we
never quite broke. We're
going to have to have that
kind of performance this
year. The key to our
defensive success will be
to get as many players
around the football as
possible," Harp said.
"Our offense is explosive and we'll definitely put some points on the
board. It'll be up to our
defense to keep the other
team from scoring
more."

LAKER LEADER — Coach Sam Harp will direct the Ca.loway County forces
in 1982,
his third year at the head post.

Lakers are
covered in

Miiiray Ledger & Times

THE WHITE HOLSL BUILD1N6
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COMFORTABLE COMBINATION — Senior running back Jeff Garrison (33) and
senior quarterback Tim Brown (far right have the Laker option under control. When
the defense goes for Brown, he pitches to Garrison and when they go for Garrison,
Brown tucks and goes.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
1482 CALLOWAY CO HIGH
FOOTBALL ROSTER
N Name
2 Monty Morton
7 Mark Garrison
8 Scott Taylor
9 Mickey Garrison
II Mike Garrison
12 Russell Usher
16 Tim Brown
17 Keith Allbritten
20 Craig Darnell
21 Jeff Butterworth
22 Steve Markle
22 Kevin Bearsby
25 Richard Dowdy
30 Darren Paschall
31 Greg Boren
32 Todd Contri
23 Jeff Garrison
34 Chris Starks
36 Tom Ray
37 Alan Ahart
40 Richard Williams
41 Scooter Paschall
42 Dale Tors. ak
43 Tim Torsak
44 Mike Pratt
45 Steve Holland
47 Sam Taylor
50 Chuck Storey
51 Greg Baker
52 Marty Hayes

Ht. Wt. Pos.
Yr.
5'9" 147 RB-DB
Fr.
5'8" 132 R13-:.13
Fr.
5'7" 136 QB-DB
Fr.
911 , 140 QB-RB-S Fr.
5101 160 X-1.6
Sr.
510" 170 Z-DE
Jr.
6'
172 QB-S
Sr.
51" 146 X-C
Sr.
57" 135 X-C
Sr.
51" 135 Z-C
Sr.
6'
152 Z-DE
Jr.
6'
180 RB-NG
Sr.
5'10" 160 RB-LB
Jr.
5'11" 140 Z-C
Sr.
56" 113 Z-C
So.
6'
170 QB-RB-LB So.
6'
180 RB-S
Sr.
5'7" 135 RB-LB
So.
51" 135 Z-LB
Fr
510" 143 X-DE
Sr.
5'11" 160 RB-DE
Fr
120 X-C
So.
51" 140 RB-LB
Sr.
51" 125 X-DB
Fr
51" 163 RB-LB
So.
51" 130 X-C
Jr.
51" 135 X-LB
Fr.
6'
175 C-G
Sr.
5'9" 187 G-LB
So.
61" 170 C-DE
Sr

53 Allen Jones
54 Tim Garland
55 Johnny Burkeen
58 Kelly Stark
59 Roger Gallimore
61 Randy Scarborough
62 Brad Brelsford
63 Tim Barrett
64 James Daniels
65 Billy P'Pool
66 Robert Duncan
67 Robert Garland
68 Doug Smotherland
69 Tony Barron
70 Dereck Lamb
71 Rickey Miller
72 Richie Johnston
73 Wayne Gargas
75 Tim Pittman
76 Shane Branedon
77 Terry Cunningham
78 Joel Conoley
79 Allen Douglas
81 David Snow
82 Marty Sheridan
83 Mark Duncan
84 Darin Loftis
85 Roy Wade
86 Tim Greer
88 John Farris
89 David lamb

5'8" 172 C-NG
51" 131 G-NG
57" 160 C-LB
57" 148 G-1.8
5'8" 210 1-UT
510" 190 T-NG
510" 163 G-DE
510" 173 G-LB
51" 195 T-DT
61" 170 G-LB
5'7" 151 G-DE
5'7" 178 C-NG
51" 143 G-1.8
588 155 G-DT
61" 218 T-DT
510" 134 T-DE
6'2" no T-DT
6'2" 193 T-DT
511" 215 1-UT
6'2" 181 1-UT
510" 212 T-NG
510" 200 T-DT
6'2" 206 T-DT
511" 155 X-DE
51" '140 X-DE
6'1" 205 V-DT
5'7" 135 Y-DE
6'2" KA X -DE
311' 180 Y-NG
61" 154 Y-DE
6'1" 152 Y-DE

Fr.
Fr.
So
Fr.
Sr
Sr
So
Sr.
Fr
Sr
Sr
Fr
Fr
So
So
Jr
So
Fr
Sr
Fr.
Sr.
So
Fr
Jr
Jr
Fr
So
Fr
Sr
So

Take The
Home Team
Advantage
And Score

With The
Team
Members
From
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English Era initiates season at Murray High
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
From the white
Missouri M" on their
helmets to the dedication
in their he., -. the Mur-

rebuilding process. The
novice head coach from
Ohio started a few alterations on the outside —
equipment changes. new
practice formats, different conditioning habits
— but perhaps his biggest
gains will come from the
alterations budding
within each player's
heart.

ray High Tigers will be a
revamped team in 1982.
From the first day Tim
English walked into the
MHS fieldhouse the
Tigers began their

The English Era in
Tiger football history is
underway and with it
comes the anticipation
and confidence the new
coach instills.
''We will play to win,"
he says, "We won't play
to avoid losing."
With their first game
approaching, Aiig.27, the
Tigers are into, their
polishing phase. English
says. "We're finished
with our basic system
and now we're beginning
to add supplementary

molliff$r

and complementary
plays.. We'll be polishing
defensive and offensive
schemes from here on
in.
With Mayfield coming
to Ty Holland Stadium a
week from Friday, the
Tigers need a high gloss
to their attack to meet the
Class AA rivals.
"We've got a tough first
half of the season with
Mayfield. Reidland and
Calloway all in a row. But
if you respect a team, you
will be ready for them."
English said. -The secret
to coaching," he added.
"is to be able to get your
team up for the teams
you're expected to beat."
If getting his team
"up" accounts for much,
English and his new staff
will have the Tigers
knocking on the Class A
district title again this
year.
Last year .the Tigers

"We will play to win.
We won't play to avoid losing."
Tim English

1982 Tiger Schedule
Aug.
27
Sep.
3
10
17
24
Oct.
1
8
15
22
29
Nov.
5

W7/.011Nib
rF1

)
(IV
0

Home

Reidland
Calloway Co.
Fulton City
Fulton Co.

Away
Away
Away
Home

Ballard Memorial
Trigg Co.
Greenville
Caldwell Co.
Russellville

Home
Away
Away
Home
Home

Lone Oak

Away

knocked, but Russellville
slammed the door shut in
a 17-14 overtime dogfight.
Russellville remains the
team to beat in the
district with Murray,
Ballard Memorial,
Fulton County, Greenville and Fulton City.
The Tigers sport an 11senior roster, dominated
by All Conference selections John Purdoin, offensive guard who was also
honorable mention All

•

Irt

Mayfield

00

:Tap
nr4

State; David McCuiston,
moved from quarterback
to tailback this year; and
fullbacklinebacker Steve
McDougal.
Several other Tigers
receive high praise from
English on a regular
basis including Jeff
"Cat" Downey, a dominant force at defensive
end and a glue-fingered
receiver at tight end.
Mark Boggess, junior
quarterback, is one of the
best athletes on the MRS
squad,says English.
Boggess, who backed
McCuiston last year at
QB, takes over the reigns
of the new multi-I
system. A strong arm and
quick reflexes will help
provide Boggess with
staying power until he
matures under fire. The
junior was another All
Conference selection for
the Tigers last year.
Senior center Brad
Cain is solid at offensive
center, flanked by Purdom 6-0, 2101 at right
guard and either Randy
Payne 5-11, 185 I or Jimmy Kelly 16-0, 195 ) at the
left slot. Tackles will be
(Continued on Pg.7)

WHAT A DREAMER! BUT AREN'T WE ALL? The trick is turning dreams
into reality — into a feeling of accomplishment, of confidence, of hope
for the future. It's a feeling you can have by saving. Start now —
make your dreams come true!

PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY
•

KY.

Member FDIC
John Purdom
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MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL ROSTER
No Name
6/ Julti Kr.1,
AI P.)
39 Cht,I armer
f T.1, Invettfv,
4
Jeff Donne,
1. Brad Cam
73 ktall SmeLver
65 Randy Payne
3
And) Part
3
Ifavid Denham
David H.Cutstua
13 Marcus Ca,iii
46 Hate Foust
54 Kurt Keeslar
40 Brad Newsome
43 Jon Binomial
66 John Pardon.
70 Quentm Prescott
19 Rodney Key
1.7 Knit Alltintten
372 Tun Durham
Junnue Walker
Will Holt
75 Joel Latta
23 Ross Bolen
17 Dwayne Gammons
Roo Kohlenberger
13 Jason 13111ington
76 Kenny Denlum
67 Kelly Steel
72 Trevor Kahn
Hack Boggess
71 Davul Wallace
Steve McDouga:
II Junmse Walker
12 John Mclerron
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Yr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Jr
S.
Sr
J•
Jr
Sr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Jr
Soph
St
Sr
Soph
Jr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Soph
Sot*
Soph
Soph
Soph
Fr
Sr
Fr
JR
Jr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Jr

Pas
(X:
TE
FR
WR
TF
C
T
Wit
MB
TB
Eli
WR
G
G
WR
G
I
WR
TE
Fit
TB
MR
T
TB
E

T
FB
DT
LB
OT

QB
F13
TB
TB

If
6'
14
Or
;11
511VII
511.
CV
CI
511
44'
51'
510
61
6
VIE
CI
IC
51
510

0.3•
51"
511
OS"
6
6
5'9
61
311'
51
10'

Wt
195

145
175
i70
196
166
1W
175
12(1
170
172
1/0
145
HO
210
170
130
165
210
140
1.411
ZOO
44
210
65
135
775
AS
zoo
135
1110
2/5
140
152

TIGER TERRORS — Fullbacklinebacker Steve
McDougal photo at left) teams with fellow senior
tailback David McCuiston(with ball above) and QB
Mark Boggess 211 in the Murray backfield.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Tigers experience alterations inside and out •
i Continued from Pg.6
senior John Smelser and
junior Trevor Mathis.
First-year player Al
Wells, a senior, will double with Downey when
the Tigers go into a twotight end offense.,
In the backfield with
Boggess and fullback
Steve McDougal will be
either McCuiston or
sophomore speedster
Steve Rutledge. Adding a
bruising running style at
fullback will also be
junior transfer Jim
Durham, a 5-9, 210pounder from Bangor.
Maine.
The wide receiver
chores will be handled by
Tom Schwettman, Andy
Parks and Jon Billington.
Defensively the oddfront alignment will
feature the likes of Marcus Cavitt or Purdom at
noseguard; Mathis, Wells
or Dave Wallace at

tackles, McDougal,
Durham and either Chris
Farmer or Cain at
linebackers and deep
backs McCuiston, Boggess, Billington and
Schwettman.
Three candidates are
vying for the defensive

end slots — Downey,
Parks and Jimmy Kelly.
English is confident his
team will be in shape and
ready to hit when the
season rolls around. -We
are in top shape ... and
can compete in the hottest weather," he said.
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MR. JETS — Sophomore Steve Rutledge will
challenge David McCuiston as the Tigers' starting
tailback this year.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

•'We will not be beat in
the fourth quarter
because we're out of
shape."
As a basis for his

team's game plan, the
new coach said,"We plan
to stop the best the other
team's got and not worry
about the trick plays.

Trick plays don't beat
you. If we stop a team's
bread-and-butter we'll
force them to play our
way."
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$39800

20 C/F CHEST MODEL
WE HAVE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
g3Frigidaire FREEZERS IN TOWN

Delivery optional at these low prices!

•••

Come And Get'em
cwodoeWhile They Last'./),9,
Bring Your Own
'11.,......1104 Truck And Save!

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

